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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
Efficient Variational Inference for Hierarchical Models of Images, Text, and Networks
By
Geng Ji
Doctor of Philosophy in Computer Science
University of California, Irvine, 2019
Professor Erik Sudderth, Chair
Variational inference provides a general optimization framework to approximate the posterior
distributions of latent variables in probabilistic models. Although effective in simple scenar-
ios, variational inference may be inaccurate or infeasible when the data is high-dimensional,
the model structure is complicated, or variable relationships are non-conjugate. We propose
solutions to these problems through the smart design and leverage of model structures, the
rigorous derivation of variational bounds, and the creation of flexible algorithms for various
models with rich, non-conjugate dependencies.
Concretely, we first design an interpretable generative model for natural images, in which the
hundreds of thousands of pixels per image are split into small patches represented by Gaus-
sian mixture models. Through structured variational inference, the evidence lower bound
of this model automatically recovers the popular expected patch log-likelihood method for
image processing. A nonparametric extension using hierarchical Dirichlet processes further
enables self-similarities to be captured and image-specific clusters created during inference,
boosting image denoising and inpainting accuracy.
Then we move on to text data, and design hierarchical topic graphs that generalize the bipar-
xii
tite noisy-OR models previously used for medical diagnosis. We derive auxiliary bounds to
overcome the non-conjugacy of noisy-OR conditionals, and use stochastic variational infer-
ence to efficiently train on datasets with hundreds of thousands of documents. We dramat-
ically increase the algorithm speed through a constrained family of variational bounds, so
that only the ancestors of the sparse observed tokens of each document need to be considered.
Finally, we propose a general-purpose Monte Carlo variational inference strategy that is
directly applicable to any model with discrete variables. Compared to REINFORCE-style
stochastic gradient updates, our coordinate-ascent updates have lower variance and converge
much faster. Compared to auxiliary-variable bounds crafted for each individual model, our
algorithm is simpler to derive and may be easily integrated into probabilistic programming
languages for broader use. By avoiding auxiliary variables, we also tighten likelihood bounds
and increase robustness to local optima. Extensive experiments on real-world models of




Probabilistic graphical models are known as an elegant tool to describe the dependency re-
lations between variables in high-dimensional data [Wainwright and Jordan, 2008]. Previous
work has shown that inference queries on large-scale, complicated models could be effectively
approximated through variational methods, whereas exact or sampling-based inference is of-
ten computationally infeasible [Jordan et al., 1999, Jaakkola and Jordan, 1999, Beal and
Ghahramani, 2006, Gopalan and Blei, 2013, Gan et al., 2015, Gopalan et al., 2016]. In this
chapter, we first do a quick review of the basics of probabilistic models and the fundamental
ideas behind variational inference, with a focus on topics the thesis relevant to. Then we
discuss the challenges remaining in this area, and introduce our contributions that empower
efficient variational algorithms for a wide range of interpretable hierarchical models of image,
text and network data.
1.1 Background
1.1.1 Directed Probabilistic Models
Directed probabilistic models are also known as Bayesian or belief networks. Take p(z, x) =
p(z)p(x | z) as a simple example. Latent (or hidden) variables z usually correspond to high-
1
level objects with human-interpretable meanings, such as the cluster assignments in mixture
models, or the unobserved chain of state transitions for each sequence in hidden Markov
models (HMMs). p(z) describes the prior knowledge about the distribution of values that z
may take, before any data evidence is given.
Figure 1.1: A toy example of directed probabilistic models. Shaded nodes are observed.
Plates indicate replicated variables.
We assume the observed data x is generated by samples drawn from the likelihood function
p(x | z). This sequential process can be represented by the directed graphical model shown
in Figure 1.1, in which z serves as the parents of x. The square box surrounding the variables
indicates another assumption made, which is data points xn are independent to each other
given zn, for n = 1, · · · , N . Note that this kind of conditional independence may further
exist at finer scales, where each of the variables in xn only depends on a subset of variables
in zn. For example, given the parent states of an HMM sequence, the observations across
time steps become all independent to each other. Structural information like this simplifies
the dependencies between variables, and is also one of the keys properties we will leverage
in this dissertation for building efficient variational algorithms.
1.1.2 Mean-field Variational Inference
Given the data observation x, we’re interested in the posterior probability p(z | x), which
describes how the latent patterns of the model explain the data observations. In probability,
2
tasks like this are generally called inference. According to Bayes rule, we have






While the numerator p(z, x) is easy to evaluate given the generative process, the data
marginal p(x) in the denominator, also known as the evidence, is often intractable to com-
pute. Mean-field variational inference (VI) thus seeks to find a variational distribution q(z)
that minimizes the Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence to this true posterior
DKL
(










log q(z)− log p(z | x)
]
q(z)dz. (1.2)
Because the KL divergence is always nonnegative, minimizing Equation (1.2) is equivalent
to maximizing the evidence lower bound (ELBO, Jordan et al. [1999])
L(q(z)) , Eq(z)[ log p(z, x)− log q(z)] (1.3)
= log p(x)−DKL
(
q(z) ‖ p(z | x)
)
≤ log p(x),
in which equality is achieved if and only if q(z) is identical to the true posterior p(z | x)
(exact inference). To make variational inference useful in practice, one typically restricts
q(z) to a family of simpler distributions Q, and look for the best approximation within it.
The simplest and most common choice is the na¨ıve mean field, where q(z) is fully factorized
across each hidden variable. In this thesis, we also consider structured mean field, which
tightens the evidence lower bound by enabling variational dependencies.
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1.2 Graphical Models for High-dimensional Data
In this section, we show a couple of graphical models that capture dependencies within
different kinds of high-dimensional data. These models will be further extended and explored
using the variational inference algorithms developed in the next few chapters.
1.2.1 Gaussian Mixture Models for Natural Image Patches
Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) have been found to perform well in capturing the density
of natural image patches [Zoran and Weiss, 2012], such as the isotropic textures in sky and
trees, and the straight lines and sharp corners observed in buildings and indoor scenes. As
shown in Figure 1.2(a), a zero-mean GMM could be represented as p(xn) =
∑K
k=1 pik · N (x |
0,Σk), in which pik is the probability of choosing cluster k, and Σk is the corresponding
covariance matrix. For each zero-centered patch xn, variable zn ∈ [1, K] indicates the cluster
assignment.
When we observe a corrupted version of the image patch yn and want to restore it, this GMM
prior p(xn) could help us infer the posterior distribution p(xn | yn) as the output. According
to Bayes rule, p(xn | yn) ∝ p(xn)p(yn | xn). The likelihood term p(yn | xn) corresponds to
the corruption process, such as adding white noise for denoising or convolving with a motion
kernel in deblurring.
Compared to restoring small image patches, reconstructing whole natural images from cor-
rupted observations is much more challenging due to their high dimensionality. We will
discuss how to solve this problem in this dissertation, using the GMM of patches as a build-
ing block.
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(a) Zero-mean Gaussian mixture model. (b) Deep Bayesian network.
(c) Stochastic block model.
Figure 1.2: Graphical models for high-dimensional data of images, text and networks.
1.2.2 Deep Bayesian Networks for Binarized Documents and Images
Another type of graphical model we will explore is deep Bayesian networks. An example is
shown in Figure 1.2(b). Like in regular fully-connected deep neural networks (DNNs), the
connection between each layer is a linear combination of the previous layer’s values, followed
by a non-linear transform. But the difference with DNNs is that each node, both the latent
ones z and the observed ones x, are random binary variables. Their activation probabilities
are determined by the nonlinear transforms, of which a typical choice is the sigmoid function
σ(x) = 1
1+exp(−x) . We will also explore other types of nonlinearity in this thesis.
We will apply these type of models to binary data like the appearance of words in text
documents, or the black and white pixels in binarized images. The hidden layers at the top
are designed so that learned models capture high-level information, such as the presence of
5
different themes in news postings, or the styles and strokes in hand-written digits.
1.2.3 Relational Models for Communities and Networks
The final type of models we would explore in this dissertation focuses on the links in so-
cial networks. In cases where the connections are fully observed, each pair of entities in
the network either has a link between them or the other way around. The kinds of re-
lations we will encounter varies from the academic collaborations between people, to the
co-participations of international conferences among countries. The goal of inference is to
discover useful attributes for these entities from their interactions between one another, such
as the communities to which they belong.
Figure 1.2(c) illustrates a simple relational model, where each entity i is a member of a
single community indicated by zi. Similar to the cluster allocations in mixture models,
pi controls the probability of community assignments. Variables x denote the presence or
absence of connections, the number of which scales quadratically with the number of entities.
For simplicity, only three entities are plotted in the toy network, but in real datasets the
size could be huge. The probability of forming a link between i and j is decided by the
global parameter Wzizj , which depends on the communities they each come from and can
be learned from data. In this dissertation, we will explore the inference problem in latent
feature relational models by Miller et al. [2009], which enable more flexible attributes for
each entity, and build up connections in more complicated ways.
1.3 Contributions Outline
While variational inference provides a general optimization framework to approximate the
posterior distributions of latent variables, its performance may vary from model to model.
In simple scenarios, such as in conjugate models where the expectations in Equation (1.3)
6
could all be easily computed, VI typically works well [Blei et al., 2003, Beal and Ghahramani,
2006, Hoffman et al., 2013]. However, when variable relationships are non-conjugate, a direct
application of VI to the model would usually be intractable, because the related expectation
terms either do not have any analytic form (for continuous variables), or require exponential
complexities to calculate (for discrete ones). VI becomes even harder to use on models with
complex structures created for large-scale, high-dimensional data, such as natural images,
text documents, and community networks that are ubiquitous in our digital world.
In this dissertation, we propose solutions to these problems. Our goal is not to come up
with one single algorithm that fits all the possible situations well, but to provide different
strategies depending on the amount of control or information we have on the probabilistic
models. Concretely, three advanced frameworks for variational inference are created.
Chapter 2∗ considers the most flexible case, where we are given the design control of not
only the variational algorithm, but also the probabilistic model itself. In settings like this,
we are able to make the best of both worlds, and create joint modeling-inference frameworks
that capture the data characteristics in an organic manner.
The data observations we would focus on in this chapter are the pictures that could be taken
by standard cameras in real-world environments, or so-called natural images. We propose
an interpretable generative model where the hundreds of thousands of pixels per image are
split into small patches. By doing this, the high-dimensional data get decomposed into local
regions of only a few dozens of dimensions. We use zero-mean Gaussian mixture models
(GMMs) to effectively capture their densities, as in Zoran and Weiss [2012].
Then the central problem to deal with is how to capture the dependencies between patches.
Albeit our solution is an organized whole, for explanation purpose we dissemble it into two
∗Contents of this chapter are mainly based on our work “From Patches to Images: A Nonparametric
Generative Model” published in ICML 2017. Authors are Geng Ji, Michael C. Hughes, and Erik B. Sudderth.
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separate parts, both of which involve the collaborative design of modeling and inference.
The first contribution is the creation of the random grid-location variable. During the gener-
ative process, we assume the image canvas is split by an unobserved grid into non-overlapping
patches, but the alignment between them is set unknown. Then during inference, one needs
to consider all the potential alignments, which essentially takes all the overlapping patches
into account and thus enforces posterior dependencies. To balance between the prior and
likelihood terms in the inference updates, we find that patch-level variables need to be jointly
modeled and inferred with their corresponding grid alignment. The resulting structured vari-
ational objective on such a model automatically recovers the popular, hand-crafted expected
patch log-likelihood method (EPLL, Zoran and Weiss [2011]), when combined with the GMM
prior. More generally, this modeling-inference compound provides a highly principled jus-
tification for many image restoration pipelines that break images into overlapping patches,
restore each of them, and aggregate to produce the final output [Elad and Aharon, 2006,
Dabov et al., 2008, Mairal et al., 2009, Zoran and Weiss, 2011].
The other contribution is that we enhance the universal mixture weights across all patches
via the hierarchical Dirichlet process (HDP, Teh et al. [2006]), in order to capture the self-
similarities and repetitions that are ubiquitous in natural images [Je´gou et al., 2009, Shaham
et al., 2019], just like the word burstiness in text documents [Doyle and Elkan, 2009]. Similar
to Hughes and Sudderth [2013], we introduce tractable lower bounds to overcome the non-
conjugacy of HDP. More importantly, the local truncation setup allows us to create image-
specific clusters during inference, which helps boost image denoising and inpainting accuracy
on all the benchmark datasets tested.
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Chapter 3† focuses on the case where the probabilistic models are already given and fixed.
Then the task is to develop VI algorithms tailored to them that fulfill requirements such as
high accuracy, high efficiency, and scalability to large datasets. We show that by making
proper use of the probabilistic relations and structural dependencies between variables of the
given model, it is possible to achieve all these goals jointly.
Specifically, the models of interests in this chapter are the hierarchical noisy-OR Bayesian
networks. Just like the logical-OR operation, the noisy-OR conditionals assume the acti-
vation of a binary variable is independently influenced by its active parents [Horvitz et al.,
1988]. This property has been widely used in the research of medical diagnosis, where bi-
partite noisy-OR graphs have been created to capture the relations between latent diseases
in the top layer, and observed symptoms at the bottom [Shwe et al., 1991]. More recently,
Liu et al. [2016] learns hierarchical noisy-OR topic models for text documents, in which the
hidden directed acyclic graphs at the top indicate themes in different levels of abstraction,
and the leaf-node observations correspond to the presence and absence of words in the vo-
cabulary. Similar systems have also been used by IT companies like Google to analyze the
semantic content of massive text datasets, as mentioned in Murphy [2012, Section 26.5.4].
To develop VI algorithms for topic models like this, the first challenge is to overcome the
non-conjugacy caused by the noisy-OR conditionals. Inspired by Jaakkola and Jordan [1999],
we construct tractable bounds by leveraging the log concavity of noisy-OR, and derive vari-
ational updates for arbitrary directed acyclic graphs, rather than bipartite networks only.
Additionally, we further prove that the optimization w.r.t the auxiliary variables introduced
to the variational objective is a concave problem, whose global optimum could be quickly
found through the fixed-point iterations by Jaakkola and Jordan [1999].
†Contents of this chapter are mainly based on our work “Variational Training for Large-scale Noisy-OR
Bayesian Networks” published in UAI 2019. Authors are Geng Ji, Dehua Cheng, Huazhong Ning, Changhe
Yuan, Hanning Zhou, Liang Xiong, and Erik B. Sudderth.
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Another important contribution for inference is the construction of local models for each
document. The motivation is that while the vocabulary size and the number of topics for
the entire model could be huge, each document usually just activates a very small portion
of them. We make use of this property by further constructing a constrained family of
variational bounds where only the ancestors of the sparse observations of each document
need to be considered. We show that this treatment improves the running time by orders of
magnitude, with negligible change in prediction accuracy.
Finally, we develop an efficient stochastic variational inference (SVI, Hoffman et al. [2013])
framework that learns more than one million noisy-OR edge weights on datasets containing
hundreds of thousands of documents. It naturally integrates the inference strategies dis-
cussed above as the variational expectation step, and computes fast gradients for stochastic
optimization w.r.t edges both inside and outside the local models.
Chapter 4‡ considers the last situation where we need to build one single variational infer-
ence algorithm to directly work on a broad family of probabilistic models well. While this
may sound a little over-demanding, with the increasing popularity of probabilistic program-
ming languages (PPLs), there has been huge practical demand of general-purpose inference
frameworks that allow new models to be easily setup and quickly tested. As a successful
example, automatic differentiation variational inference (ADVI, Kucukelbir et al. [2017])
has provided such a systematic tool for models with reparameterizable continuous variables
[Kingma and Welling, 2014, Kucukelbir et al., 2015].
We develop another Monte Carlo variational inference strategy that is is applicable to all
models with discrete variables. Specifically, we use sampling to approximate expectations
needed for optimal variational parameter updates. Compared to numerical evaluations [Jor-
‡Contents of this chapter are mainly based on our work “Effective Monte Carlo Variational Inference
for Probabilistic Programs with Binary Variables” currently under review for AISTATS 2020. Authors are
Geng Ji and Erik B. Sudderth.
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dan et al., 1999, Blei et al., 2017], the complexity of our efficient Monte Carlo treatment is
just linear in the number of samples even for models with high-order dependencies. Com-
pared to REINFORCE-style stochastic gradient updates [Paisley et al., 2012b, Wingate and
Weber, 2013, Ranganath et al., 2014], our coordinate-ascent updates have lower variance
and converge much faster. Compared to auxiliary-variable bounds crafted for each indi-
vidual non-conjugate relation [Albert and Chib, 1993, Jaakkola and Jordan, 1999, Polson
et al., 2013], our algorithm is simpler to derive and may be easily integrated into proba-
bilistic programming languages for broader use. By avoiding auxiliary variables, we also
tighten likelihood bounds and increase robustness to local optima. Extensive experiments
on real-world models of images, text, and networks illustrate these appealing advantages.
Chapter 5 concludes the dissertation. We summarize the entire work, highlight key con-
tributions, and point out potential future research directions.
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Chapter 2
Structured VI for Nonparametric Mixture
Models of Natural Images
In this chapter, we propose a hierarchical generative model that captures the self-similar
structure of image regions as well as how this structure is shared across image collections.
Our model is based on a novel, variational interpretation of the popular expected patch
log-likelihood (EPLL, Zoran and Weiss [2011]) method as a model for randomly positioned
grids of image patches. While previous EPLL methods modeled image patches with finite
Gaussian mixtures [Zoran and Weiss, 2012], we use nonparametric Dirichlet process (DP)
mixtures to create models whose complexity grows as additional images are observed. An
extension based on the hierarchical DP [Teh et al., 2006] then captures repetitive and self-
similar structure via image-specific variations in cluster frequencies. We derive a structured
variational inference algorithm that adaptively creates new patch clusters to more accurately
model novel image textures. Our denoising performance on standard benchmarks is superior
to EPLL and comparable to the state-of-the-art, and we provide novel statistical justifications
for common image processing heuristics. We also show accurate image inpainting results.
This chapter was previously published as [Ji et al., 2017].
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2.1 Introduction
Models of the statistical structure of natural images play a key role in computer vision and
image processing [Srivastava et al., 2003]. Due to the high dimensionality of the images
captured by modern cameras, a rich research literature instead models the statistics of small
image patches. For example, the K-SVD method [Elad and Aharon, 2006] generalizes K-
means clustering to learn a dictionary for sparse coding of image patches. The state-of-the-art
learned simultaneous sparse coding (LSSC, Mairal et al. [2009]) and block matching and 3D
filtering (BM3D, Dabov et al. [2008]) methods integrate clustering, dictionary learning, and
denoising to extract information directly from a single corrupted image. Alternatively, the
accurate expected patch log-likelihood (EPLL, Zoran and Weiss [2011]) method maximizes the
log-likelihood of overlapping image patches under a finite Gaussian mixture model learned
from uncorrupted natural images.
We show that with minor modifications, the objective function underlying EPLL is equiv-
alent to a variational log-likelihood bound for a novel generative model of whole images.
Our model coherently captures overlapping image patches via a randomly positioned spatial
grid. By deriving a rigorous variational bound, we then develop improved nonparametric
models of natural image statistics using the hierarchical Dirichlet process (HDP, Teh et al.
[2006]). In particular, DP mixtures allow an appropriate model complexity to be inferred
from data, while the hierarchical DP captures the patch self-similarities and repetitions that
are ubiquitous in natural images [Je´gou et al., 2009, Kong and Fowlkes, 2018, Shaham et al.,
2019]. Unlike previous whole-image generative models such as fields of experts (FoE, Roth
and Black [2005]), which uses a single set of Markov random field parameters to model all
images, our HDP model learns image-specific clusters to accurately model distinctive tex-
tures. Coupled with a scalable structured variational inference algorithm, we improve on the
excellent denoising accuracy of the LSSC and BM3D algorithms, while providing a Bayesian
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nonparametric model with a broader range of potential applications.
2.2 Expected Patch Log-likelihood
Our approach is derived from models of small (8× 8 pixel) patches of a large natural image
x. Let Pi be a binary indicator matrix that extracts the G = 8
2 pixels Pix ∈ RG in patch i.
To reduce sensitivity to lighting variations, a contrast normalizing transform is applied to
remove the mean (or “DC component”) of the pixel intensities in each patch:
vi = Pix− 1G1TPix = BPix, (2.1)




k=1 pikNorm(vi | 0,Λ−1k ), (2.2)
is superior to many classic image models in terms of predictive likelihood and patch denoising
performance.
The widely-used EPLL image restoration framework measures the quality of a reconstruction
by the expected patch log-likelihood, “assuming a patch location in the image is chosen
uniformly at random” [Zoran and Weiss, 2011]. Given a corrupted image y, EPLL estimates





‖x− y‖2 −∑i log p(BPix). (2.3)
Here, the sum ranges over all overlapping, completely visible (uncropped) image patches.
The constant λ is determined by the noise level of the corrupted image y.
Direct optimization of Equation (2.3) is challenging, so inspired by half quadratic split-
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‖Pix− v¯i‖2 − log p(Bv¯i). (2.4)
Each patch i is allocated an auxiliary variable v¯i, which (unlike the vi variable in Equa-
tion (2.1)) includes an estimate of the mean patch intensity. This augmented objective leads
to closed-form coordinate descent updates.
Gating. Assign each patch i to some cluster zi:




BPix | 0,Λ−1k + κI
)
. (2.5)







Mixing. Given a fixed set of auxiliary patches v¯ and the noisy image y, a denoised image














Annealing. Optimal solutions of Equation (2.4) approach those of the EPLL objective in
Equation (2.3) as κ → ∞. EPLL denoising algorithms slowly increase κ via an annealing
schedule that must be tuned for best performance.
Justification? Empirically, the intuitive EPLL objective is much more effective than base-






grids g ∈ 1 . . . G
patches n ∈ 1 . . . Nmg
clusters
clusters k ∈ 1 . . .∞
images m ∈ 1 . . .M
Figure 2.1: Directed graphical model for our HDP-Grid model of M natural images. Clean
image xm is generated via a randomly placed grid wm of patches vm generated by a hierar-
chical Gaussian mixture model. We observe corrupted images ym.
patches [Zoran and Weiss, 2011]. But why should we optimize the expected log-likelihood,
instead of the expected likelihood or another function of patch-specific likelihoods? And
how can the EPLL heuristic be generalized to capture more complex statistics of natural
images? This chapter answers these questions by linking EPLL to a rigorous, nonparametric
generative model of whole images.
2.3 Mixture Models for Grids of Image Patches
We now develop the HDP-Grid generative model summarized in Figure 2.1, which uses
randomly placed patch grids to formalize the EPLL objective, and hierarchical DP mixtures
to capture image patch self-similarity.
2.3.1 Hierarchical Dirichlet Process Mixtures
The hierarchical Dirichlet process (HDP, Teh et al. [2006]) is a Bayesian nonparametric prior
used to cluster groups of related data; we model natural images as groups of patches. The
HDP shares visual structure, such as patches of grass or bricks, by sharing a common set
of clusters (called topics in applications to text data) across images. In addition, the HDP
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models image-specific variability by allowing each image to use this shared set of clusters
with unique frequencies; grass might be abundant in one image but absent in another. Via
the HDP, we can learn the proper number of hidden clusters from data, and discover new
clusters as we collect new images with novel visual textures.
The HDP uses a stick-breaking construction to generate a corpus-wide vector
pi0 = [pi01, pi02, . . . , pi0k, . . .] (2.8)
of frequencies for a countably infinite set of visual clusters:
βk ∼ Beta(1, γ), pi0k(β) , βk
∏k−1
`=1 (1− β`). (2.9)
The HDP allocates each image m its own cluster frequencies pim, where the vector pi0 deter-
mines the mean of a DP prior on the frequencies of shared clusters:
pim ∼ DP(αpi0), E[pimk] = pi0k. (2.10)
When the concentration parameter α < 1, we capture the “burstiness” and self-similarity
of natural image regions [Je´gou et al., 2009] by placing most probability mass in pim on a
sparse subset of global clusters.
2.3.2 Image Generation via Random Grids
We sample pixels in image m via a randomly placed grid of patches. When each patch has
G pixels, Figure 2.2 shows there are exactly G grid alignments for an image of arbitrary size.
The alignment wm ∈ {1, . . . , G} has a uniform prior:
wm ∼ Categorical(1/G, . . . , 1/G). (2.11)
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Figure 2.2: Generation of a complete image via a randomly positioned grid of non-overlapping
patches. Top left: A 5 × 5 pixel image, where each pixel is identified by a distinct colored
symbol. Top right: An infinite 2D grid of pixels, divided into 2 × 2 patches. Bottom: The
four possible ways a 5 × 5 image may be generated from 2 × 2 patches. Shaded pixels are
clipped by the image boundary (see Section 2.3.4).
Modeling multiple overlapping grids is crucial to capture real image statistics. As the true
grid alignment for each image is uncertain, posterior inference will favor images that are
likely under all possible wm. Models based on a single, fixed grid produce severe artifacts at
patch boundaries, as shown in Figure 2 of Zoran and Weiss [2011].
2.3.3 Patch Generation via Gaussian Mixtures
Gaussian mixtures provide excellent density models for natural image patches [Zoran and
Weiss, 2012]. We associate clusters with zero-mean, full-covariance Gaussian distributions
on patches with G pixels. We parameterize cluster k by a precision (inverse covariance)
matrix Λk ∼ Wishart(ν,W ), whose conjugate Wishart prior has ν degrees of freedom and
scale matrix W . Given that wm = g, each of the Nmg patches vmgn in grid g is sampled from
an infinite mixture with image-specific cluster frequencies:
p(vmgn | wm = g) =
∞∑
k=1
pimkNormal(vmgn | 0,Λ−1k ). (2.12)
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Let zmgn | wm = g ∼ Categorical(pim) denote the cluster that generates patch n. To account
for the contrast normalization of Equation (2.1), the intensities in patch n are shifted by an
independent, scalar “DC offset” umgn:
p(umgn | wm = g) = Normal(umgn | r, s2). (2.13)
Finally, if wm 6= g so that grid g is unobserved, we sample (zmgn, vmgn, umgn) from some
reference distribution independent of the HDP mixture model parameters.
2.3.4 From Patches to Corrupted Images











where v¯mgn , Cmgnvmgn + umgn. Binary indicator matrices Pmgn, as in Section 2.2, stitch
together patches in the chosen grid g. Image xm is then generated by adding independent
Gaussian noise with small variance δ2. Most patches in the chosen grid will be fully observed
in xm, but as illustrated in Figure 2.2, some may be clipped by the image boundary. Indicator
matrices Cmgn are defined so Cmgnvmgn+umgn is a vector containing the observed pixels from
patch n.
For image restoration tasks, the observed image ym is a corrupted version of some clean
image xm that we would like to estimate. Models of natural image statistics are commonly
validated on the problem of image denoising, where xm is polluted by additive white Gaussian
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noise:
p(ym | xm) = Normal(ym | xm, σ2I). (2.15)
The variance σ2  δ2 indicates the noise level. We also validate our model on image in-
painting problems [Bertalmio et al., 2000], where some pixels are observed without noise
but others are completely missing. By replacing Equation (2.15) with other linear likeli-
hood models, our novel generative model for natural images may be easily applied to other
tasks including image deblurring [Zoran and Weiss, 2011], image super resolution [Yang and
Huang, 2010], and color image demosaicing [Mairal et al., 2009].
2.4 Variational Inference
We now develop scalable learning algorithms for our nonparametric, grid-based image model.
We first examine a baseline DP Grid model in which the same cluster frequencies pi0 are
shared by all images. Our full HDP Grid model then learns image-specific cluster frequencies
pim, and instantiates new clusters to model unique visual textures.
2.4.1 DP Grid: Variational Inference
Our goal is to infer the DP Grid model parameters that best explain observed images which
may be clean (xm) or corrupted by noise (ym). The DP Grid model uses the same cluster
probabilities pi0, generated from stick-breaking weights β as in Equation (2.9), for all images.
Learning from clean images
Given a training set D of uncorrupted images x1, . . . xM , we estimate the posterior distribu-
tion p(β,Λ, w,Ψpatch | x) for our global mixture model parameters β and Λ, grid assignment
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indicators wm, and patch-level latent variables Ψ
patch
m = {um, vm, zm}.
Exact posterior inference is intractable, so we instead find an approximate posterior q(·) =
q(β,Λ, w,Ψpatch) minimizing the KL divergence [Wainwright and Jordan, 2008] from the true
posterior p(·|x). Equivalently, our variational method maximizes the following objective L:
max
q∈Q








≤ log p(x). (2.16)
We constrain the solution of our optimization to come from a tractable family of structured
mean-field distributions Q, parameterized by free parameters. Unlike na¨ıve mean-field meth-
ods which assume complete posterior independence, our structured mean-field approximation









m | wm). (2.17)
As in Hughes and Sudderth [2013], this approximate posterior family contains infinitely
many clusters, just like the true posterior. Rather than applying a fixed truncation to the
stick-breaking prior [Blei and Jordan, 2006], we dynamically truncate the patch assignment
distributions q(z) to only use the first K clusters to explain the M observed images. Clusters
with indices k > K then have factors q(Λk) set to the prior, and need not be explicitly
represented.
Global mixture model
The global cluster weights β and precision matrices Λ have standard exponential family











Here ρˆk = Eq[βk], and ωˆk controls the variance of q(βk).
Image-specific alignment
For natural images, all grid alignments are typically of similar quality, so we fix a uniform
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)
. This simplifies many updates while
still avoiding artifacts that would arise from a single, non-overlapping patch grid.
Patch-specific factors
The patch-specific variables Ψpatch have structured posteriors, conditioned on the value of
the grid indicator wm for the current image:



















Below, we let Eq[·] denote the conditional expectation with respect to the variational distri-
bution q, given wm.
Learning
Given clean images x, we perform coodinate ascent on the objective L, alternatively updat-
ing one factor among q(β)q(Λ)q(w)q(Ψpatch). Most updates have closed forms due to the
exponential families defining Q, as presented in Appendix 2.A. As one intuitive example,
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consider the update for the cluster precision matrix posterior q(Λk | νˆk, Wˆk):





























Statistic Nk(rˆ) counts patches assigned to cluster k, while Sk(rˆ, vˆ, φˆ
v) aggregates second
moments. These updates follow the standard form of prior parameter plus expected sufficient
statistic, except the statistics are averaged (not simply added) across the G grid alignments.
2.4.2 Image Denoising and Connections to EPLL
Given a corrupted image ym, we seek to compute the posterior p(xm | ym,D), where we con-
dition on the training set D. Our variational posterior family Q now includes an additional
factor for the unobserved, “clean” image xm:
q(xm) = Normal
(
xm | xˆm, φˆxm
)
. (2.21)






p(D, ym, xm, ·)
q(xm, ·)
]
≤ log p(ym,D), (2.22)















The updated covariance is diagonal, improving computational efficiency. The mean depends








P Tmgn(CmgnEq[vmgn] + uˆmgn). (2.24)
Note that the update for xˆm in Equation (2.23) is similar to the EPLL update in Equa-
tion (2.7), except that some terms involving projection matrices become constants because
we account for partially observed patches. Modeling partial patches is necessary to produce
a valid likelihood bound in Equation (2.22).
In fact, as we show below all three terms in the EPLL objective in Equation (2.4) are very
similar to our proposed minimization objective function −L, up to a scale factor of G. Of
course, a key difference is that our objective seeks full posteriors rather than point estimates,
and enables the HDP model of multiple images detailed in Section 2.4.3.
EPLL Term 1
When we set λ , G
σ2
, the first term of the EPLL objective in Equation (2.4) becomes
G · 1
2σ2
(x− y)T (x− y). (2.25)
Similarly, suppressing the subscript m denoting the image for simplicity, Eq[− log p(y|x)] in
our −L simplifies as
1
2σ2
Eq[(x− y)T (x− y)]. (2.26)
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EPLL Term 2




i(Pix− v¯i)T (Pix− v¯i). (2.27)
The corresponding term Eq[− log p(x | w, u, v)] in our objective −L can be written similarly















The third EPLL term assumes zero-centered patches Bv¯i are drawn from Gaussian mixtures:
−∑i log p(Bv¯i | pi0,Λ). (2.29)
Similarly, in our minimization objective −L we draw vgn from a DP mixture model. Explic-







Eq[log p(vgn, zgn | pi0,Λ)]. (2.30)
EPLL is similar, but maximizes assignments (Equation (2.5)) rather than computing poste-
rior assignment probabilities.
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2.4.3 HDP Grid: Variational Inference
Image-specific frequencies
The DP model above, and the parametric EPLL objective it generalizes, assume the same
cluster frequency vector pi0 for each image m. Our HDP Grid model allows image-specific
frequencies pim to be learned from data, via the hierarchical regularization of the HDP




k=1 Beta (βk | ρˆkωˆk, (1− ρˆk)ωˆk) ,
q([pim1, . . . ,pimK , pim>K ]) = Dirichlet(θˆm1, . . . , θˆmK , θˆm>K). (2.31)
This approximate posterior represents infinitely many clusters via a finite partition of pim
into K + 1 terms: one for each of the K active clusters, and a remainder term at index >K
that aggregates the mass of all inactive clusters. The free parameter θˆm is also a vector of
size K+ 1 whose last entry represents all inactive clusters. We follow Hughes et al. [2015] to
obtain a closed-form update for θˆm, and gradient-based updates for ρˆ, ωˆ; see Appendix 2.B for
details. We highlight that the θˆm update naturally includes a
1
G
rescaling of count sufficient
statistics as in Equation (2.20). Other factors remain unchanged from the DP Grid model.
Image-specific clusters
Due to the heavy-tailed distribution of natural images [Ruderman, 1997], even with large
training sets, test images may still contain unique textural patterns like the striped scarf in
the Barbara image in Figure 2.3. Fortunately, our Bayesian nonparametric HDP Grid model
provides a coherent way to capture such patterns by appending K ′ novel, image-specific
clusters to the original K clusters learned from training images. These novel clusters lead
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to more accurate posterior approximations q ∈ Q that better optimize our objective L.
We initialize inference by creating K ′ = 100 image-specific clusters with the k-means++
algorithm [Arthur and Vassilvitskii, 2007], which minimizes the cost function
J (z′,Λ′) = ∑i∑K′k=1 1k(z′i)D(v˜iv˜Ti ,Λ′k), (2.32)
where the first sum is over the set of fully-observed patches within the image. The function
D is the Bregman divergence associated with our zero-mean Gaussian likelihood [Banerjee
et al., 2005], and v˜i = BPiy is a zero-centered patch. We initialize the algorithm by sampling
K ′ diverse patches in a distance-biased fashion, and refine with 50 iterations of coordinate
descent updates of z′ and Λ′.
Then we expand the variational posterior q(Λ) into K +K ′ clusters. The first K indices are
kept the same as training, and the last K ′ indices are set via Equation (2.20) using sufficient



















Here, following Portilla et al. [2003] and Kivinen et al. [2007], S ′k′ estimates the clean data
statistic Sk′ by subtracting the expected noise covariance. The [·]+ operator thresholds any
negative eigenvalues to zero.
Similarly, the other global variational factor q(β) is also expanded to K + K ′ clusters via
sufficient statistics N ′ and counts of cluster usage from training data. Given {β,Λ}K+K′k=1 ,
each factor in q may then be updated in turn to maximize the variational objective L. See
Appendix 2.B for details.
Finally, while we initialize K ′ to a large number to avoid local optima, this may lead to
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Noisy: 20.19 dB iDP: 29.41 dB EPLL: 28.65 dB
eDP: 29.01 dB HDP: 30.15 dB HDP: new clusters
Figure 2.3: For an image with noise level σ = 25, the HDP improves denoising performance
by leveraging both internal clusters (e.g., scarf and tablecloth) and external clusters (e.g.,
floor and table legs). The bottom right image colors the pixels assigned to each of 9 internal
HDP clusters. Best viewed electronically.
extraneous clusters. We thus delete new clusters that our sparsity-biased variational updates
do not assign to any patch. In the Barbara image in Figure 2.3, this leaves 9 image-specific
clusters. Deletion improves model interpretability and algorithm speed, because costs scale
linearly with the number of instantiated clusters.
2.5 Experiments
Following EPLL, we train our HDP-Grid model using 400 clean training and validation im-
ages from the Berkeley segmentation dataset (BSDS, Martin et al. [2001]). We fix δ = 0.5/255
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eDP: 32.47 dB HDP: 32.65 dB
Figure 2.4: By capturing self-similar patches in the “house” image, our HDP model reduces
artifacts in smooth regions such as the sky, roof, and walls. Input noise level σ = 25
(PSNR=20.21 dB).
to account for the quantization of image intensities to 8-bit integers. Observed DC offsets
u provide maximum likelihood estimates of the mean r and variance s2 in Equation (2.13).
Similarly, we compute empirical covariance matrices for patches in the same image segments
to estimate hyperparameters W and ν in Equation (2.20). Using variational learning algo-
rithms that adapt the number of clusters to the observed data [Hughes and Sudderth, 2013],
we discover K = 449 clusters for the DP-Grid model, which we use to initialize our HDP
model. We set our annealing schedule for κ to match that used by the public EPLL code.
Image denoising methods are often divided into two types Zontak and Irani [2011]: external
methods (like EPLL) that learn all parameters from a training database of clean images, and
internal methods that denoise patches using other patches of the single noisy image. For
example, the K-SVD Elad and Aharon [2006] has an external variant that uses a dictionary
learned from clean images, and an internal variant that learns its dictionary from the noisy
image. A major contribution of our work is to show that the hierarchical DP leads to a
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Table 2.1: Average PSNR values on benchmark datasets of classic-12 (top) and BSDS-68
(bottom). Larger values indicate better denoising. Methods are highlighted if they are
indistinguishable with 95% confidence, according to a Wilcoxon signed-rank test on the
fraction of images where one method outperforms another. For all noise levels, the patch
size of BM3D is fixed to 8× 8 and LSSC is fixed to 9× 9.
σ iDP EPLL eDP HDP FoE eKSVD iKSVD BM3D LSSC
10 33.66 33.68 33.77 33.99 33.11 33.45 33.62 33.98 34.05
25 29.02 29.39 29.47 29.68 28.32 28.89 29.11 29.73 29.74
50 25.44 26.22 26.28 26.42 24.69 25.44 25.64 26.55 26.43
10 33.10 33.37 33.42 33.47 32.69 33.06 33.08 33.26 33.45
25 28.33 28.72 28.76 28.82 27.76 28.28 28.28 28.55 28.70
50 25.10 25.72 25.75 25.83 24.48 25.17 25.17 25.59 25.50
Table 2.2: Average SSIM values on benchmark datasets of classic-12 (top) and BSDS-68
(bottom). Settings are the same as in Table 2.1.
σ iDP EPLL eDP HDP FoE eKSVD iKSVD BM3D LSSC
10 0.9118 0.9136 0.9143 0.9169 0.8962 0.9084 0.9111 0.9168 0.9185
25 0.8189 0.8286 0.8299 0.8337 0.8018 0.8082 0.8131 0.8357 0.8359
50 0.6962 0.7301 0.7316 0.7366 0.6885 0.6926 0.6975 0.7425 0.7390
10 0.9119 0.9219 0.9224 0.9230 0.8971 0.9128 0.9135 0.9157 0.9206
25 0.7964 0.8090 0.8103 0.8131 0.7804 0.7859 0.7879 0.8010 0.8109
50 0.6636 0.6870 0.6880 0.6962 0.6585 0.6544 0.6539 0.6840 0.6885
principled hybrid of internal and external methods, in which cues from clean and noisy
images are automatically combined in an adaptive way.
2.5.1 Image Denoising
We test our algorithm on 12 “classic” images used in many previous denoising papers [Mairal
et al., 2009, Zoran and Weiss, 2011], as well as the 68 BSDS test images used by Roth and
Black [2005], Zoran and Weiss [2011]. We evaluate the denoising performance by the peak

























Figure 2.5: Denoising performance of grid-based models on the Barbara image of Figure 2.3
(left) and the house image of Figure 2.4 (right), as a function of the noise standard deviation.
For both images and all noise levels, the HDP model is superior to baselines that solely use
external (eDP) or internal (iDP) training, in terms of PSNR improvement relative to the
noisy input image. When the image is extremely noisy (σ = 100), internal clusters are of
poor quality, and the HDP and eDP models are comparable.
between images with normalized intensities,
PSNR , −20 log10 MSE. (2.34)
We also evaluate the structural similarity index (SSIM, Wang et al. [2004]), which quantifies
image quality degradation via changes in structure, luminance, and contrast.
Internal vs. external clusters
In result figures, we use eDP to refer to our DP-Grid model trained solely on external
clean images and HDP to refer to the HDP-Grid model that also learns novel image-specific
clusters. We also train an internal DP-Grid model, referred to as iDP, using only information
from the noisy test image. The first four columns of Table 2.1 and Table 2.2 compare
their average denoising performance, where EPLL can be viewed as a simplification of eDP.
For all noise levels and datasets, the HDP model has superior performance. As shown in












Figure 2.6: Clean-image evidence lower bound (ELBO) versus output PSNR (σ = 25) for
12 “classic” images. The horizontal axis plots log p(xtest | xtrain) ≈ L(xtest, xtrain)−L(xtrain),
divided by the number of pixels. Our HDP is uniformly superior to the eDP.
Also, the consistent gain in performance from EPLL to eDP demonstrates the benefits of
Bayesian nonparametric learning of an appropriate model complexity (for EPLL, the number
of clusters was arbitrarily fixed at K = 200).
Figure 2.3 further illustrates the complementary role of internal and external clusters for a
single test image (“Barbara”). The internal iDP perfectly captures some unique textures
like the striped clothing, but produces artifacts in smooth background regions. The external
EPLL and eDP better represent smooth surfaces and contours, which are common in training
data, but poorly recover striped textures.
As shown in Figure 2.5, while the relative accuracy of the eDP and iDP models varies
depending on image statistics, the HDP model adaptively combines external and internal
clusters for superior performance at all noise levels. By capturing the expected self-similarity
of image patches, the HDP model also reduces artifacts in large regions with regular textures,
such as the smoothly shaded areas of Figure 2.4.
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Noisy BM3D LSSC HDP
28.15 dB 30.40 dB 30.95 dB 31.05 dB
20.19 dB 25.58 dB 25.88 dB 28.95 dB
20.19 dB 23.35 dB 23.79 dB 23.87 dB
20.19 dB 36.84 dB 35.60 dB 37.85 dB
Figure 2.7: Comparison of image denoising methods on BSDS-68. Unlike our HDP model,
the BM3D and LSSC methods learn solely from the noisy image and do not accurately
capture some textures such as the sandy ground in Row 1, fallen leaves and tiger tail in Row
2, trees and grass in Row 3, and sky and clouds in Row 4. Noise level σ = 10 in Row 1,
σ = 25 elsewhere. Best viewed electronically.
Computational speed
To denoise a 512× 512 pixel image on a modern laptop, our Python code for eDP inference
with K = 449 clusters takes about 12 min. The public EPLL Matlab code [Zoran and Weiss,
2011] with K = 200 clusters takes about 5 min. With equal numbers of clusters, the two
methods have comparable runtimes. Our open-source Python code is available online at
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https://github.com/bnpy/hdp-grid-image-restoration.
Learning image-specific clusters for the HDP model is more expensive: our non-optimized
Python denoising code currently requires about 30 min. per image. Nearly all of the extra
time is spent on the k-means++ initialization of Equation (2.32). We expect this can be sped
up significantly by coding core routines in C/C++, parallelizing some sub-steps (possibly
via GPUs), using fewer internal clusters (100 is often too many), or using faster initialization
heuristics.
Performance
We compare our HDP model to other patch-based denoising methods in Table 2.1 and
Table 2.2. On classic-12, where many top methods have been hand-tuned to perform well,
our model is statistically indistinguishable from the best baselines. On the larger BSDS-
68, our performance is superior to the state-of-the-art, showing the value of nonparametric
learning from large image collections. See Figure 2.7 for examples. At higher noise levels
(σ = 50), LSSC has modestly improved performance (0.2 dB in PSNR) when modeling
12× 12 patches [Mairal et al., 2009]. HDP models of larger patches are a promising research
area.
2.5.2 Image Inpainting
While many image processing systems are designed for just one problem, our generative
model is useful for many tasks. For example, we can “inpaint” occluded image regions (like
the red pixels in Figure 2.8) by modifying Equation (2.15) to let σ2 → ∞ for only those
regions and setting σ2 = 0 elsewhere. To process color images, we follow the approach of
FoE and EPLL and convert to the YCbCr color space before independently inpainting each
channel. While ground truth is unavailable for the classic image in Figure 2.8, our grid-based
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HDP produces fewer visual artifacts than baselines.
Original FoE
EPLL HDP
Figure 2.8: A qualitative comparison of image inpainting algorithms. As illustrated in the
three close-up views, the HDP exploits patch self-similarity to better recover fine details.
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2.6 Discussion
We have developed a coherent Bayesian nonparametric model that, via randomly positioned
grids of image patches, provides a novel statistical foundation for the popular EPLL method.
We show that HDP mixture models of visual textures can grow in complexity as additional
images are observed and capture the self-similarity of natural images. Our HDP-grid image
denoising and inpainting algorithms are competitive with the state-of-the-art, and our model
is applicable to many other computer vision tasks.
2.A DP Grid: Variational Inference Details
As in the main text, our goal is to best explain many observed noisy images ym with the
DP Grid model. Specifically, we wish to use the variational distribution q(β,Λ, x, w,Ψpatch)
to estimate the posterior p(β,Λ, xm, wm,Ψ
patch
m | ym). In each subsection below, we look at
a subset of random variables and discuss: (1) the chosen approximate posterior family, (2)
useful expectations for computing terms of the variational objective L, and (3) the coordinate
ascent update equations that will improve L.
2.A.1 Approximate Posterior for Global Random Variables
The DP mixture model has two global random variables which are shared across all images:
the per-cluster stick-breaking frequencies βk and the per-cluster precision matrix Λk. As
shown in Equation (2.18), our chosen approximate posterior factors for these quantities have
standard exponential-family forms. The Wishart approximate posterior q(Λk) has a positive
scalar νˆk ∈ R+ and a G × G positive definite matrix Wˆk. The Beta posterior q(βk) has
a positive scalar parameter ρk ∈ [0, 1] which defines the mean of βk, and another positive
scalar ωk ∈ R+ which controls the variance.
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Useful Expectations
Expectations for cluster-specific precision matrices. Under the chosen q(Λk), we have
the expectations:




( νˆk + 1− g
2
)
+G log 2− log |Wˆk|, (2.35)
in which ψ stands for the derivative of the logarithm of gamma function, often called the
digamma function.
Expectations for cluster frequencies. Under our chosen family for q(β) we have closed-




(1− ρˆl), Eq[log pi0k] =
k−1∑
l=1
Eq[log(1− βl)] + Eq[log βk]. (2.36)





Closed-form expectations of direct functions of βk:
Eq[log βk] = ψ(ρˆkωˆk)− ψ(ωˆk), Eq[log(1− βk)] = ψ((1− ρˆk)ωˆk)− ψ(ωˆk). (2.38)
Coordinate Ascent Updates
Following Hughes and Sudderth [2013], we only explicitly compute posterior statistics for
the K “active” clusters that have been assigned to at least one patch. All clusters with index
> K are by definition independent of the data. Thus, their posterior factors are simply equal
to their priors [Hughes and Sudderth, 2013] and need not be instantiated.
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Update for q(Λk). The Wishart posterior for the corpus-wide cluster precision matrix Λk
enjoys standard exponential family additive updates where the relevant sufficient statistics
are Nk, an aggregated usage count, and Sk, an aggregated outer-product. As shown in
Equation (2.20), these statistics are averaged across all G grid alignments.
Update for q(βk). For the DP-mixture, the optimal update to each cluster’s stick-breaking
weight q(βk) also has a standard closed form, as described in Hughes and Sudderth [2013]:
ρˆkωˆk ← Nk + 1, (1− ρˆk)ωˆk ← N>k + γ. (2.39)




2.A.2 Approximate Posterior for Patch Random Variables
The approximate posterior family for the patch-specific random variables u, v, z have been
defined in Equation (2.19). We interpret the responsibility parameter rˆmgnk as the posterior
probability of assigning the n-th patch in grid g to the k-th cluster. The vector rˆmgn must
have K positive entries that sum to one. The posterior for scalar DC offset u has a simple
Gaussian distribution with free mean and variance parameters. Similarly, the posterior for
vector v has a Gaussian form with mean and covariance matrix.
Note that each of these factors conditions on the value of the grid indicator wm for the
current image m. This conditioning provides flexible posterior structures and elegant update
equations not possible with na¨ıve mean-field methods.
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Useful Expectations
Under our structured approximate posterior, we have the following expectations:




Similarly, we have the following outer-product expectations:











Updating q(z | w). Within image m, we update the n−th patch inside the g−th grid by







Eq[log |Λk|] + log |φˆvmgnk|+ F TmgnφˆvmgnkFmgn
))
, (2.43)
in which Fmgn , 1δ2CTmgn(Pmgnxˆm − uˆmgn). The entire vector rˆmgn is then normalized to
sum to one. Each entry k defines the posterior probability (or responsibility) that cluster k
explains this patch. The required expectations have known closed-form due to our exponen-
tial family assumptions. We provide closed-form expressions for Eq[pi0k] and Eq[log |Λk|] in
Equation (2.36) and Equation (2.35).
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Updating q(v | w, z). We update the approximate posterior over the vector vmgn ∈ RG by












A closed-form expression for Eq[Λk] is given in Equation (2.35). For most patches that are
fully-observed, matrix Cmgn would just reduce to an identity matrix and the updates simplify
accordingly.






















The required expectation Eq[vmgn] is defined in Equation (2.40). Dmgn ∈ (0, G] is the number
of observable pixels of patch n in the g-th grid of image m.
2.A.3 Approximate Posterior for Image Random Variable
As the posterior q(wm) for alignment indicator wm is assumed uniform, we only need to
focus on the approximate posterior q(xm) for the clean image xm. In Equation (2.21), we
have set q(xm) to be a Gaussian distribution with mean value xˆm and covariance matrix φˆ
x
m.
As presented in Equation (2.23), this mean and covariance of approximate posterior for the
whole-image vector xm both have closed-form updates. In particular, the covariance update
conveniently yields a diagonal matrix.
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2.B HDP Grid: Variational Inference Details
While the DP Grid model above assumes the same cluster probability vector pi0 for each
image m, our HDP Grid model allows image-specific cluster probabilities pim to be learned
from data. These are tied together via the hierarchical Dirichlet process prior.
2.B.1 Approximate Posterior for HDP Random Variables




Beta (βk|ρˆkωˆk, (1− ρˆk)ωˆk) ,
q([pim1 . . . pimK pim>K ]) = Dirichlet(θˆm1, . . . , θˆmK , θˆm>K). (2.46)
Here, the image-specific free parameter θˆm is a vector of length K + 1, where the last








rˆmgnk, k ≤ K;
αEq[pi0>K ], k = K + 1.
(2.47)
Eq[pi0k] follows from Equation (2.36) and Eq[pi0>K ] from Equation (2.37). The update for ρˆk
and ωˆk has no closed form but can be executed easily via gradient descent. Details can be
found in Appendix D of the supplement of Hughes et al. [2015], which is available online.∗
Other factors remain unchanged from the DP Grid model. Their respective updates remain
unchanged as well, except that we substitute Eq[log pimk] for Eq[log pi0k] in the patch-cluster
∗http://michaelchughes.com/papers/HughesKimSudderth_AISTATS_2015_supplement.pdf
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Eq[log |Λk|] + log |φˆvmgnk|+ F TmgnφˆvmgnkFmgn
))
. (2.48)
Sparse responsibilities. In practice, we optimize downstream computations by enforcing
rˆmgn to be a one-hot vector rather than a dense vector of K entries. To do this, after
computing the dense rˆmgn vector as before, we place probability mass one on its maximum
entry k′. The advantage of restricting to sparse rˆ vectors is that we need only compute
and store vˆmgnk′ rather than all k ∈ {1, ..., K}. Using sparse posteriors significantly reduces
memory and computational costs but does not noticeably impact inference quality.
2.B.2 HDP Denoising Algorithm
In Algorithm 2.1, we describe the procedure used to perform our HDP denoising algorithm,
which combines K ′ novel clusters from the noisy test image with the original K clusters
learned from a training dataset of clean images. The annealing schedule used to decay δ
over 8 iterations from the initial value of the noise-level σ to a final value of 0.5/255 is
equivalent to the schedule used in the public EPLL code.
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Algorithm 2.1 HDP denoising algorithm given pre-trained external model
Input:
ym : noisy image
σ : standard deviation of noise
K ′ : number of internal clusters to learn from provided image
Output:
xˆm : restored image
1: function DenoiseImage(ym)
2: Extend q(β) and q(Λ) to contain K +K ′ clusters
3: Initialize Eq[pim] as uniform, Eq[xm] as ym, and Eq[um] as the means of ym patches
4: for iteration t := 1→ 8 do
5: if t = 1 then
6: δ := σ
7: else








10: for grid g := 1→ G do
11: for patch n := 1→ Nmg do
12: Update q(zmgn) using Equation (2.48)
13: Update q(vmgn) using Equation (2.44)
14: Update q(umgn) using Equation (2.45)
15: end for
16: end for
17: Update q(xm) using Equation (2.23)
18: Update q(pim) using Equation (2.47)






Stochastic VI for Large-scale Noisy-OR
Topic Graphs
In this chapter, we propose a stochastic variational inference algorithm [Hoffman et al.,
2013] for training large-scale Bayesian networks, where noisy-OR conditional distributions
[Horvitz et al., 1988] are used to capture higher-order relationships. One application is to
the learning of hierarchical topic models for text data [Liu et al., 2016]. While previous
work has focused on two-layer networks popular in applications like medical diagnosis [Shwe
et al., 1991, Jaakkola and Jordan, 1999], we develop scalable algorithms for deep networks
that capture a multi-level hierarchy of interactions.
Our key innovation is a family of constrained variational bounds that only explicitly optimize
posterior probabilities for the sub-graph of topics most related to the sparse observations in
a given document. These constrained bounds have comparable accuracy but dramatically
reduced computational cost. Using stochastic gradient updates based on our variational
bounds, we learn noisy-OR Bayesian networks orders of magnitude faster than was possible
with prior Monte Carlo learning algorithms, and provide a new tool for understanding large-
scale binary data. This chapter was previously published as [Ji et al., 2019].
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3.1 Introduction
Probabilistic graphical models provide an elegant, interpretable framework for characteriz-
ing uncertainty in relationships within high-dimensional data [Koller and Friedman, 2009].
For binary directed graphical models, or Bayesian networks, noisy-OR conditional distri-
butions effectively capture higher-order dependencies for applications including medical di-
agnosis [Shwe et al., 1991], dimensionality reduction [Sˇingliar and Hauskrecht, 2006], and
text mining [Liu et al., 2016]. Noisy-OR conditionals assume the activity of each variable
is independently influenced by each parent, allowing correlations to be modeled with cost
linear (rather than exponential) in the degree of each variable node.
While the restricted noisy-OR parameterization improves the efficiency of individual infer-
ence algorithm updates, standard methods struggle with web-scale data, where graphs with
thousands of variables may be used to model corpora with millions of observations. In this
chapter, we develop a rigorous stochastic variational inference algorithm that allows train-
ing of noisy-OR Bayesian networks whose scale is orders of magnitude larger. Our approach
involves three complementary technical innovations that enable learning of deep graph struc-
tures, with many thousands of variable nodes, from very large training databases.
Our first innovation is to develop a family of variational bounds [Wainwright and Jordan,
2008] that is applicable to deep hierarchies of variable relationships. Many prior noisy-OR
Bayesian networks, like the classic QMR-DT network for medical diagnosis [Shwe et al.,
1991], have a bipartite structure where all hidden (unobserved) variable nodes have no par-
ents. There is an extensive literature on inference and learning algorithms tailored to this
limited model family, including but not limited to Jaakkola and Jordan [1999], Sˇingliar
and Hauskrecht [2006], Gogate and Domingos [2010], Halpern and Sontag [2013]. However,
such two-layer network structures are obviously limited by the assumption that the hidden
“causal” variables are mutually independent. We generalize prior variational bounds for
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bipartite noisy-OR networks to support arbitrary directed acyclic graphs, and thus capture
hierarchical dependencies among latent topics or causes. Unlike loopy belief propagation,
which may be unstable for noisy-OR networks with sparse data [Murphy et al., 1999], our
variational updates are always convergent.
Our second innovation enables scalability to graphs with large numbers of variables. Most
prior work has focused on models with only hundreds of latent variables, due to limitations
in computational speed and memory usage. We show that a rigorous family of constrained
variational bounds may be constructed via a “local model” that only explicitly includes
topic nodes connected to the set of active (positive) evidence nodes. Regardless of the
overall model size, our variational bound may be optimized with cost proportional to the
number of active observations; for real-world applications where observations are typically
sparse, the computational savings are dramatic.
Our third innovation enables scalability to big training databases. Standard variants of the
expectation maximization (EM) algorithm, including Monte Carlo EM algorithms [Liu et al.,
2016], must process all training data to compute the expected statistics required for each
maximization step. For large corpora, each iteration may then take hours or days of compu-
tational effort. Moreover, some parameter update schemes require storage of intermediate
variables that scales linearly with the number of nodes and training samples [Sˇingliar and
Hauskrecht, 2006], which may lead to very high memory usage. We instead develop a variant
of the stochastic variational inference [Hoffman et al., 2013] algorithm that incrementally
samples small batches of data from the training corpus, uses variational inference to analyze
that data given the current model, and then takes a (stochastic) gradient step to improve
the weight parameters defining the noisy-OR network. This approach dramatically reduces
memory usage and speeds convergence, and because our local models define rigorous varia-
tional bounds, the overall stochastic variational inference scheme is guaranteed to converge.
We validate our approach using datasets of scientific abstracts from DBLP [Tang et al., 2008]
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and restaurant reviews from Yelp, and learn effective models for hundreds of thousands of
documents and topics.
3.2 Related Work
The QMR-DT network proposed by Shwe et al. [1991] is a two-layer, bipartite graph created
by domain experts capturing how about 600 major diseases influence about 4000 possible
symptoms. Each disease has an independent probability of producing each symptom, as
integrated via noisy-OR conditionals [Horvitz et al., 1988].
Given an observed set of symptoms, the QMR-DT model is used to infer the posterior
probability of each disease. Because exact inference is computationally infeasible, Shwe
et al. [1991] used the bipartite network structure to develop a stochastic simulation algorithm.
Other Monte Carlo methods like [Gogate and Domingos, 2010] support more general network
structures, but become slow for graphs with hundreds of nodes. Alternatively, Jaakkola
and Jordan [1999] derive variational upper and lower bounds for the QMR-DT posterior
marginals, which we generalize in this work.
Two-layer noisy-OR belief networks (like QMR-DT) are sometimes called BN2O models [Hen-
rion, 1991]. To learn BN2O model parameters from observed data, Sˇingliar and Hauskrecht
[2006] propose a variational EM approach based on the bounds of Jaakkola and Jordan
[1999]. Halpern and Sontag [2013] propose an alternative learning algorithm based on the
method of moments which avoids local optima of the data log-likelihood, but requires the
network to be sufficiently sparse.
It is attractive to generalize BN2O graph structures to deeper hierarchies capturing rich
dependencies among hidden topics. Jaakkola and Jordan [2000] consider an alternative
family of binary Bayesian networks with conditionals based on logistic regression. Murphy
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0 11 0 0 00
Figure 3.1: Graphical representation of a hierarchical noisy-OR Bayesian network with bi-
nary variables. Shaded nodes are observed vocabulary tokens, and their ancestors correspond
to hidden topics. The leak node is not shown.
[2012, Section 26.5.4] briefly sketches a deep noisy-OR network used within Google to model
the semantic content of text data, but provides few technical details. In this chapter, we
generalize the variational bounds of Jaakkola and Jordan [1999] to support multi-layer noisy-
OR networks, and formulate extensions that enable learning of large topic graphs from big
document corpora.
Liu et al. [2016] also aim to learn general noisy-OR Bayesian networks, but instead propose
a Monte Carlo method inspired by the independent cascade model [Wang et al., 2012]. Some
aspects of their approach are heuristic: log-likelihoods are scaled by token counts in a way
that is not consistent with an underlying generative model, and no theory supports their
restriction of sampling updates to document-specific subsets of the topic graph. We include
comparisons to variants of their Monte Carlo inference algorithm in Section 3.6.
3.3 Noisy-OR Bayesian Networks
We use binary Bayesian networks as in Figure 3.1 to model vectors of binary features. For
the text analysis applications that our experiments focus on, observations are indicators of
whether particular tokens (words or phrases) appear in documents. Leaf nodes j ∈ O of the
network correspond to the vocabulary, where xj = 1 if term j appears in some document.
The hidden topic nodes i ∈ H have binary variables zi ∈ {0, 1} indicating whether topics
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0 1 1 1 1 0 01 0
Mars Moon orbit shuttle NASA program software ftp email
0 00 0 1 0 10 1
Mars Moon orbit shuttle NASA program software ftp email
0
Figure 3.2: Local models for input queries about space science (left) and computer sci-
ence (right). Our inference algorithm correctly infers the two different meanings of token
“program” from its context. Topic nodes with variational probabilities greater than 0.5 are
shaded green, and otherwise are shaded red. Some less relevant parts of the local models are
not plotted to improve clarity.
appear in that document. For notational simplicity we define a leak node, with index 0, that
is always active (z0 = 1). It allows some probability of token and topic activation even when
other parent nodes are inactive.
Topic nodes are linked by an arbitrary directed acyclic graph, where P(i) are the parents of
node i (excluding the leak node). Hierarchical relationships between topics are captured by
the graph structure. Topic activation probabilities are defined by a noisy-OR distribution:








Activation probabilities for tokens xj are defined similarly. From Equation (3.1) it follows
that the influence of parent nodes factorizes. If parent k is active (zk = 1), it activates
child node i with probability 1 − exp(−wk→i), regardless of the states of other parents. If
zk = 0, parent k has no influence on the state of zi. If all parents are inactive, the activation
probability 1− exp(−w0→i) is determined by the leak node.
The noisy-OR structure is useful for reasoning about cases where observations may have
multiple hidden causes [Russell and Norvig, 2003]: if a variable is active, then it is likely
that at least one of its parents is also active. For example in medical diagnosis, it captures
the fact the observed symptoms may be caused by multiple diseases. In hierarchical topic
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models it effectively captures polysemy, where a word or phrase may have multiple possible
meanings. We provide an example in Figure 3.2.
3.4 Noisy-OR Stochastic Variational Inference









zdi (1− qdi )1−z
d
i . (3.2)
Here qdi approximates the posterior probability that topic i is active in document d. As the
leak node is always on, we fix qd0 = 1. For any q(z
d), the marginal log-likelihood of the
observed tokens xd can be lower bounded by Jensen’s inequality as follows:
log p(xd) ≥ Eq(zd)
[





















i + (1− qdi ) log(1− qdi )
]
. (3.3)





























Due to the non-conjugate structure of the noisy-OR distribution, the expectation in the right
side of Equation (3.4) requires enumerating all joint states of the parent nodes, which has
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Because both w0→i and wk→izdk are non-negative, we can use Jensen’s inequality to derive a





















rdk→i = 1, (3.7)
and define udk→i , w0→i + wk→i/rdk→i. We then define a lower bound with complexity linear





















A similar lower bound can be constructed for token nodes’ expectations of log p(xdj | zdP(j))
in Equation (3.3). The overall variational objective for document d is then




















































In this section, we derive closed-form update equations for local parameters qd and rd of each
document. For notational simplicity, we omit the document index d.
Fixed Point Update for Edge Parameters r
For every topic and active token node i, we optimize the auxiliary parameters rk→i given a
fixed variational distribution q. Inactive tokens are excluded because if xj = 0, the fourth
line of Equation (3.9) has no dependence on rk→j. We show in Appendix 3.A that this
optimization problem is concave and has a unique global maximum. Following Jaakkola and
Jordan [1999] we derive a fixed-point algorithm by setting the partial derivative of Equa-
tion (3.9) to zero after adding a Lagrange multiplier enforcing the normalization constraint
of Equation (3.7):








Here f ′(a) = exp(−a)
1−exp(−a) is the derivative of f(a). Because the updates of r for different nodes
are independent, the for-loop in line 15 of Algorithm 3.1 may be easily parallelized. This
iterative update monotonically increases Ld and rapidly converges to the global maximum.
Coordinate Update for Node Parameters q
To update the variational posterior q given fixed auxiliary parameters r, we cannot directly
use prior work specialized to two-layer noisy-OR networks [Jaakkola and Jordan, 1999].





(− g(qP(i), qC(i), x, r, w)) . (3.11)
Here C(i) are the children of node i, and






















− (1− xm)wi→m. (3.12)
The logistic function in Equation (3.11) ensures 0 < qi < 1. The update for node i depends
only on the states of its parents and children, not its full Markov blanket (which includes the
children’s parents), and is thus simpler than computing the posterior required by a Gibbs
sampler.
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Initialization of Expectation Parameters
The updates for q and r are coupled by the variational objective of Equation (3.9). Our
experiments initialize by setting rk→i ∝ wk→i. This corresponds to the optimal solution
whenever the activation probabilities qk for all parent nodes k ∈ P(i) are equal.















Given the non-negativity and normalization constraints in Equation (3.7), we can apply































The bound in the second line of Equation (3.14) is achieved with equality if and only if
w0→i + wk→irk→i is constant for all parent nodes, which occurs when rk→i ∝ wk→i.
3.4.2 Noisy-OR Weight Optimization
Given optimized local parameters for all data, previous work by Sˇingliar and Hauskrecht
[2006] directly maximizes a (simplified, BN2O model) likelihood bound by solving a non-
linear equation for each edge. This requires explicit storage of the E-step results for all
documents, and thus has high computation and storage complexity scaling with the product
of the number of nodes and documents. We instead employ stochastic gradient updates of
the edge weights w, allowing parameter updates to be frequently interleaved with variational
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analyses of small batches of documents. Memory usage is also reduced because the variational
posteriors for individual documents need not be explicitly stored.
Gradients for Non-leak Edge Weights
From Equation (3.9), the partial derivative of an edge weight between (non-leak) topic node




















Gradient for Leak Edge Weights











f ′(udk→i)− f ′(w0→i)
)
. (3.17)











f ′(udk→j)− f ′(w0→j)
)
. (3.18)
Note that the gradient for non-leak edges depends only on the leak edge weight of the child
node, but the gradient for leak edges depends on that child’s other parents.
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Stochastic Gradient Weight Updates
We use a variant of stochastic variational inference [Hoffman et al., 2013], where a stochastic
estimate of the gradient of the variational bound is estimated from a mini-batch of sampled
data. Due to the non-conjugate noisy-OR likelihood, we optimize a point estimate of the
edge weights rather than a full posterior, as Paisley et al. [2012a] did for logistic-normal
distributions. The edge weights w(t) at iteration t are updated as follows:
w(t+1) = w(t) + ρtA∇LD(t)(w). (3.19)
Here D(t) is the mini-batch of data at iteration t. This stochastic scheme is guaranteed to
converge to a local maximum of L if the learning rate ρt satisfies the conditions of Robbins
and Monro [1951] and the preconditioner A is positive definite [Paisley et al., 2012a]. To
ensure that all weights wk→i > 0, we use a projected gradient ascent algorithm that replaces
any negative weights with a small constant: w
(t+1)
k→i ← max(w(t+1)k→i , ).
Our experiments use a constant learning rate ρ as in Mandt et al. [2017]. While the simplest
choice for the preconditioner A is the identity matrix, to accelerate convergence we scale
the non-leak edges with a constant c > 1 so that their magnitudes are more comparable to
the leak edges. Relative to more complicated scalings such as the inverse Hessian [Paisley
et al., 2012a] or Fisher information matrix [Hoffman et al., 2013], this simple preconditioner
is more computationally efficient, while still rapidly converging to high-likelihood models.
3.5 Variational Model Pruning
The stochastic variational inference algorithm of Section 3.4 still requires inference of all
variational parameters for each document in the sampled mini-batch. For models defined by
large directed graphs, this can have very high computational demands. We thus develop a
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Algorithm 3.1 Noisy-OR Stochastic Variational Inference
Input:
w(t): current edge weights
D(t): data mini-batch for current iteration
{NE, NQ, NR}: variational hyperparameters
{ρ, c}: weight update hyperparameters
Output:
w(t+1) : updated edge weights
1: function NoisyORStochasticVariationalUpdate
2: Initialize the gradient ∇LD(t) := 0
3: # Variational Expectation Step
4: for instance d ∈ D(t) do
5: Build local model as in Section 3.5.1
6: Initialize rd as in Section 3.4.1
7: for ne := 1→ NE do
8: # Update node parameters
9: for nq := 1→ NQ do
10: for i ∈ Hd do
11: Update qdi using Equation (3.11)
12: end for
13: end for
14: # Update edge parameters
15: for i ∈ {Hd ∪ O+d } do
16: Update rdk→i using Equation (3.10), k ∈ P(i); repeat NR times
17: end for
18: end for
19: # Accumulate gradient information
20: Compute ∇Ld using Equations (3.15, 3.16, 3.17, 3.18)
21: ∇LD(t) += ∇Ld/|D(t)|
22: end for
23: # Stochastic Weight Optimization Step




more efficient algorithm that focuses only on document-specific “local models”, that contain
a small subset of the nodes and edges of the full model. Computation then becomes sub-
linear in the overall graph size, instead scaling with the number of active observations in
each document. We first describe how to construct data-dependent local models, and then
link to the variational updates of Section 3.4.
3.5.1 Local Model Construction
Our construction of local models is motivated by the observation that real-world observations
are typically sparse: only a small subset of token nodes are active for each document [Madsen
et al., 2005]. For inactive tokens, the posterior probability of their ancestor topics is typically
very small. These parts of the graph have little influence on parameter updates because the
absolute values of edge weight gradients, as in Equation (3.15) and (3.16), are proportional
to topic activation probabilities qk.
The goal of our local model construction process is to prune these irrelevant subsets of the
graph, while still retaining the nodes that contain information crucial to the subsequent pa-
rameter update. Specifically, we construct a document-specific local model (as in Figure 3.3)
as follows:
1. Select O+d , the set of active tokens for document d.
2. Select Hd, the ancestors of nodes in O+d excluding the leak node. We do explicit
variational inference updates only for this subset of topic nodes.
3. Select the direct children of Hd, which are a subset of the other topic nodes and the
inactive tokens. Constrain their activation probabilities to zero.
4. Link the leak node to all of the other selected nodes.
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Figure 3.3: By selecting only the nodes most related to a sparse set of active tokens, local
models may dramatically reduce the graph size. Here, lightly shaded nodes and edges are
pruned. Comparing to the full model of Figure 3.1, explicit inference of activation probabil-
ities is only needed for three of nine topic nodes.
3.5.2 Local Variational Inference
We adapt the stochastic variational inference algorithm of Section 3.4 to the local model
defined in Section 3.5.1, dramatically reducing computation and memory demands. Our
theoretically sound approach optimizes a constrained family of variational bounds, whose
optimum is similar to the original unconstrained variational bound.
Local Model Expectation Step
As can be verified from inspection of Equation (3.9), performing an expectation step with
our specified local model is equivalent to constrained variational inference on the full model
where we fix qdi = 0 for all i ∈ H \ Hd. Adding constraints to the original optimization
problem is equivalent to optimizing a lower bound on the original variational objective. As
we verify empirically in Section 3.6, because we only apply constraints to topics that have
no active descendants, the resulting local bound is a tight approximation. Note that for
all i ∈ H \ Hd, fixing qdi = 0 also cancels the corresponding auxiliary variables rk→i in
Equation (3.9), which need not be stored or updated.
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Local Model Weight Optimization
Although our expectation step is only explicitly performed for local models, we must ensure
that gradient updates for all edge weights are still correctly computed. For edges that are
included in the local model, we simply use the full model gradient updates from Section 3.4.2.
For non-leak edges outside the local model, each of their parent nodes k must satisfy k ∈
H \ Hd; if this were not true, then their children would be included in the local model. It
thus follows that such parent nodes have activation probability qdk = 0, and according to
Equation (3.15) and (3.16), the resulting gradient will also be exactly zero.
For leak edges outside the local model, the gradient of the edge weights can be shown to
equal −1. We verify this by considering two cases. First, if the edge’s child node j is a
token, it must be inactive (xdj = 0). All terms scaled by x
d
j in Equation (3.18) then cancel,
and only the −1 remains. Alternatively, if the edge’s child node i is a topic, then i ∈ H\Hd
and qdi = 0. The partial gradient in Equation (3.17) then simplifies to −1, reducing the prior
activation probabilities for topics with no active descendants.
3.6 Experiments
We now evaluate our variational training algorithm on datasets of various scales (see Ta-
ble 3.1). First, by using a small corpus of newsgroup data where training with the full model
is computationally feasible, we illustrate the effectiveness of our local model, the similar-
ity of our variational estimates to expensive Monte Carlo approximations, the influence of
hyperparameter c on convergence speed, and qualitative features of learned topic models.
Then on two larger datasets, we show that variational training with local models is the only
computationally feasible option, and verify the improved efficiency of stochastic variational
inference updates.
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Table 3.1: Model structure statistics for each dataset
Dataset # Topics # Tokens # Edges
Newsgroups 44 100 707
DBLP 49543 199861 1268551
Yelp 125798 117702 960419
Our learning algorithm assumes the graph structure has already been determined, perhaps
via external sources like knowledge bases. As we don’t possess such metadata for the text
data used in the experiments, we employ a greedy hierarchical clustering method that gen-
eralizes the DBScan algorithm [Ester et al., 1996]. It constructs a layered graph structure
recursively based on the co-occurrence statistics of token or topic pairs in the previous layer,
and also prunes small edges to ensure sparsity. Our approach could be easily integrated with
other, more advanced graph learning algorithms.
Unless specified otherwise, we set hyperparameters as follows: NE = NQ = NR = 10,
ρ = 0.01, c = 1000.
3.6.1 Tiny 20 Newsgroups
This dataset is a “tiny” version of the famous 20 Newsgroups corpus, with binary occurrence
data for 100 words across 16,242 postings.∗ Each posting (document) is labeled with one
of the four highest-level newsgroup categories. Our topic graph contains 44 topic nodes
arranged in two layers, as summarized in Table 3.1.
∗https://cs.nyu.edu/~roweis/data/20news_w100.mat
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Table 3.2: Average held-out ELBO and log likelihood of tiny 20 Newsgroups dataset ± two
standard deviations
Method ELBO Log-Likelihood
VI full −14.50± 0.06 −14.43± 0.07
VI local −14.51± 0.08 −14.43± 0.07
MCMC full −15.36± 0.15 −14.18± 0.07
MCMC local −19.22± 0.47 −17.11± 0.12
Initialization −24.15± 0.11 −21.98± 0.08
Variational Inference via Local Models
For this small dataset, we compute gradients using the full dataset rather than stochastic
mini-batches. 70% of the documents are randomly selected for training. On the remaining
30% we evaluate the average evidence lower bound (ELBO), by computing the mean of
Equation (3.9) across all test documents; see Table 3.2. The inference algorithm used to
evaluate test documents (VI or MCMC, full or local model) is matched to that used during
training. The quality of the initialization is assessed using local-model VI. Error bars indicate
variability (under the same network structure) across five random train-test splits.
ELBO values in Table 3.2 indicate that our variational inference algorithm, whether using
full or local models, increases the log-likelihood bound per document to about −14.5 from the
initialization of −24.2. As one verification of the effectiveness of our variational optimization
algorithm, these ELBO values are higher than those achieved by MCMC (−15.4), which
exactly computes marginal probabilities in the limit where the number of sampling iterations
becomes very large [Liu et al., 2016].
More importantly, we find that the difference between the variational bounds achieved by full
and local model training is negligible (−14.50 vs −14.51, smaller than the variability from
the train-test split). This comparison justifies our use of local models for larger datasets,
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where full-model variational inference is prohibitively slow.
As a baseline, we also tried MCMC training using local models constructed in the same
way. Compared to using the full model, MCMC test log-likelihoods drop dramatically from
−14.2 to −17.1. This deterioration is probably caused by our deterministic procedure for
constructing local models, which causes the MCMC edge weight updates to be systematically
biased. In contrast, for variational inference local models lead to a principled family of bounds
on the overall log-likelihood.
Lower Bounds on Data Log-Likelihood
We also approximately evaluate the marginal log-likelihood of the observed test documents.
We construct a simple lower bound by summing up the joint probabilities of all the unique
samples drawn over one million iterations of MCMC inference. This lower bound is poten-
tially conservative, because there are 244 ≈ 1013 possible configurations of the latent topic
variables. Nevertheless, we verify that our variational objective does bound these approxi-
mate log-likelihoods by checking that the MCMC estimates always exceed the corresponding
ELBO values in Table 3.2. Previous work demonstrated the accuracy of variational bounds
for directed graphical models with discrete hidden variables [Beal and Ghahramani, 2006].
Convergence Speed Acceleration
The preconditioner A was set to an identity matrix when running the preceding experiments.
With this choice, thousands of iterations are required for convergence. Empirically, this
occurs because the gradients for non-leak edge weights have small magnitude, often about
two or three orders of magnitude smaller than the gradients for leak edge weights. To better
balance these gradients and improve convergence speed, we explore alternative values for the
preconditioning hyperparameter c defined in Section 3.4.2.
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Figure 3.4: Accelerated convergence via hyperparameter c, the scaling of non-leak edge
weights in the preconditioner A for stochastic gradient updates (see Section 3.4.2).
As shown in Figure 3.4, the learning algorithm does not converge after hundreds of epochs
when c = 1. As we increase its value, the magnitudes of leak and non-leak gradients become
better balanced, so that convergence becomes much more rapid. The fastest convergence
speed is reached when 100 ≤ c ≤ 1000. For larger values of c, the step size for non-leak
edges becomes too large and optimization may become unstable.
Qualitative and Quantitative Analysis
Qualitatively, running inference on our trained model naturally visualizes the activated topics
of input queries. Figure 3.2 shows two examples where the activated topics are each related
to space and computer science. In particular, as the token “program” has different meanings
for each area, different topics are activated based on the context provided by other tokens.
Other tokens like “software” have only one meaning, but may nevertheless be shared among
multiple topics. The strength of each relationship in the topic graph is determined by the
learned edge weights.
Topic models are sometimes used to define features for document classification and re-
trieval [Yi and Allan, 2009]. We use the activation probabilities qd of each document d
as a feature representation for classification tasks. One-vs-all linear SVMs [Fan et al., 2008]
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Figure 3.5: Classification accuracy on the tiny 20 Newsgroups dataset for variants of our
training algorithm, and Bernoulli LDA models with 2 ≤ K ≤ 9 topics.
are trained based on the four newsgroup labels, where the regularization parameter is se-
lected via five-fold cross-validation. To make features more consistent across documents,
activation probabilities are standarized within each document by subtracting the mean and
dividing by the standard deviation. The baseline model we compare with is latent Dirich-
let allocation (LDA, Blei et al. [2003]), where multinomial topics are replaced by Bernoulli
distributions to model binary observations. For variational training, the numbers of global
parameters in LDA is the product of the vocabulary size (100 in this case) and topic count
K. Figure 3.5 provides the results when 2 ≤ K ≤ 9, which is of similar size to our model
that contains 707 edges. The LDA models reach the best performance in this range when
K is 4 or 5, corresponding roughly to the 4 newsgroup labels. The different variants of our
graph-based learning algorithms are all superior.
3.6.2 DBLP Papers and Yelp Reviews
Now we evaluate our algorithm on two larger datasets. The first one comes from the DBLP
bibliography of major computer science publications [Tang et al., 2008].† We get 430,213



























Figure 3.6: Time used for running one E-step iteration on the full-batch data of DBLP and
Yelp using 50 CPUs. Local-model VI is the only feasible option for both datasets to run
multiple inference iterations till convergence. As restaurant reviews are usually longer than
paper titles and abstracts, local models for Yelp tend to be larger than DBLP, and thus need
more time for inference.
mining, machine learning, natural language processing, and computer vision research. The
other dataset is constructed from the Yelp Open Dataset‡, where we extract reviews from the
top 250 businesses in the “Restaurants” category to produce 483,448 training documents.
The tokens for each document are segmented using the method of Liu et al. [2015], which re-
moves both rare and common (stop) words, and also groups words into common phrases. We
build a four-layer topic graph for each dataset, whose statistics are summarized in Table 3.1.
For models of these scales, the only computationally feasible option is variational training
on local models (Figure 3.6). In Figure 3.7, we compare the convergence speed of full-batch
and stochastic training, with mini batches of 50,000 documents. Test documents are the
same as in Liu et al. [2016], with 500 paper abstracts for DBLP and 1000 restaurant reviews
for Yelp. Each point in the plot represents the average held-out ELBO evaluated using the
full model. By interleaving local and global updates more frequently, stochastic training
converges much faster than full-batch inference for both datasets.















































Figure 3.7: ELBO evaluations on the test sets of DBLP (left) and Yelp (right). In both cases,
stochastic variational inference converges much faster than standard, full-batch inference.
Each pair of X markers in the plots compares equal numbers of edge weight updates. Their
tiny differences in ELBO values indicates that the noise in stochastic gradient updates does
not have a significant impact on the convergence speed. Held-out ELBO values decrease
over time for MCMC, likely due to biases caused by its heuristic use of local models. (A
regularizer is added to MCMC to avoid edge weights decaying to zero; without this, its
performance deteriorates further.)
expectation step dominate computation time. The overhead required by frequent stochastic
weight updates is thus negligible.
3.7 Discussion
We have developed a stochastic variational inference algorithm for training large-scale, hier-
archical noisy-OR Bayesian networks. We use these models to capture high-order dependen-
cies within the hidden topics and observed tokens in text data. By exploiting the sparsity of
input data, our method creates a rigorous variational bound for each document that signifi-
cantly prunes the model for fast inference. This principled algorithm scales the learning of
noisy-OR networks to data and models that are orders of magnitude larger than prior work
focusing on simpler, bipartite graphs.
Our algorithms could potentially be used to model causal interactions within many other
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types of data, adapted to other model families like the noisy-AND networks used in edu-
cational assessment [Conati et al., 1997], or extended to learn graph structures jointly with
their parameters [Drton and Maathuis, 2017].
3.A Proof for Concavity of the Noisy-OR Variational Bound in r
For each node i ∈ {H ∪ O+} of some document d, the subset of terms in the variational
































exp(a)− 1)2 < 0 (3.23)
is the second derivative of f(a). Thus on the convex set of auxiliary parameters defined by
Equation (3.7), the (diagonal) Hessian matrix of Ldi is negative definite, and Ldi(ri) is a
strictly concave function of ri.
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Chapter 4
Monte Carlo VI for Probabilistic
Programs with Discrete Variables
In this chapter, we propose a broadly applicable variational inference algorithm for prob-
abilistic models with discrete latent variables, using sampling to approximate expectations
required for coordinate ascent updates. Applied to three real-world models that use binary
variables to capture dependencies within text and image and network data, our approach
converges much faster than REINFORCE-style stochastic gradient algorithms [Paisley et al.,
2012b, Wingate and Weber, 2013, Ranganath et al., 2014], and requires fewer Monte Carlo
samples. Compared to hand-crafted variational bounds with model-dependent auxiliary vari-
ables [Gan et al., 2015, Ji et al., 2019], our approach leads to tighter likelihood bounds and
greater robustness to local optima. Our Monte Carlo coordinate ascent algorithm is designed
to enable easy integration with probabilistic programming languages for effective, scalable,
black-box variational inference.
4.1 Introduction
Variational inference is widely used to estimate the posterior distributions of hidden vari-
ables in probabilistic models [Wainwright and Jordan, 2008]. Variational bounds are usually
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optimized via coordinate ascent variational inference (CAVI, Jordan et al. [1999]) algorithms
which iteratively update single (or small blocks of) variational parameters. Although CAVI
updates can be effective for simple models composed from conjugate priors [Blei et al., 2003],
for many models the expectations required for exact CAVI updates are intractable: they may
require complex integrals for continuous variables, or computation scaling exponentially with
the number of dependent discrete variables.
Variational algorithms for models with non-conjugate conditionals have been derived via
hand-crafted auxiliary variables that induce looser, but more tractable, bounds on the data
log-likelihood [Jordan et al., 1999, Winn and Bishop, 2005]. Such bounds typically require
complex derivations specialized to the parametric structure of specific distributions [Jaakkola
and Jordan, 1999, Gan et al., 2015], and thus do not easily integrate with general-purpose
inference systems.
To address these limitations, several authors have explored stochastic gradient algorithms
that directly optimize a reparameterized bound involving the log-likelihood gradient or score
function [Paisley et al., 2012b, Wingate and Weber, 2013, Ranganath et al., 2014], as in
the classic REINFORCE policy gradient algorithm [Williams, 1992]. These black box varia-
tional inference (BBVI) algorithms generalize the stochastic variational inference method of
Hoffman et al. [2013] by removing the restriction that variables have conditionally conjugate
distributions.
Due to its simplicity and generality, BBVI has become the “standard” variational inference
algorithm for a number of probabilistic programming languages including Edward and Ten-
sorFlow Probability [Tran et al., 2016, 2018], WebPPL [Goodman and Stuhlmu¨ller, 2014,
Ritchie et al., 2016], and Pyro [Bingham et al., 2019]. Unlike other black-box variational
methods [Kucukelbir et al., 2017] that require specific variable reparameterizations [Kingma
and Welling, 2014], REINFORCE provides unbiased gradients for all models including the
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many practically important models with discrete latent variables. However, REINFORCE
gradient estimates may have extremely high variance; an official WebPPL tutorial warns that
REINFORCE will produce poor results for the LDA topic model [Blei et al., 2003] due to
its discrete assignment variables.∗ They suggest marginalizing discrete variables to produce
an alternative model representation where BBVI is more effective, but this requires model-
specific derivations that are not generally tractable. Titsias and La´zaro-Gredilla [2015],
Tucker et al. [2017], Liu et al. [2019] have proposed variance reduction methods that par-
tially address this issue. But as we demonstrate in this chapter, even for models of moderate
size and using control variates to reduce variance, REINFORCE-based variational inference
typically requires a large number of iterations (and Monte Carlo samples) for convergence.
In this chapter we analyze the poor convergence behavior of previous BBVI methods in
more detail, and contrast it with a Monte Carlo variant of the classic CAVI algorithm. Our
Monte Carlo CAVI updates have strong asymptotic guarantees [Ye et al., 2019] while showing
good convergence behavior even when few samples are used; in experiments, BBVI typically
requires about one hundred times more computation to infer posteriors of comparable quality.
We demonstrate the potential of Monte Carlo CAVI for black-box inference by applying it to
diverse models of text and image and network data. Dramatically, in addition to being easier
to derive and implement, Monte Carlo CAVI updates are superior to previous hand-crafted
variational inference algorithms in predictive accuracy and robustness to initialization.
4.2 Probabilistic Models with Binary Latent Variables
We consider probabilistic models that generate observed data x via discrete latent variables
z sampled from some joint distribution p(z, x) = p(z)p(x | z). For simplicity, we focus our
experiments on three models that use binary latent variables to model dependencies within
∗http://probmods.github.io/ppaml2016/chapters/4-3-variational.html
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high-dimensional data x. But as we will show later, all inference algorithms could be easily
generalized to latent variables z taking on a larger number of discrete states.
4.2.1 Model One: Noisy-OR Topic Graphs
The first model we consider is the noisy-OR topic graphs explored in Chapter 3:








As a quick review, the noisy-OR conditional distribution [Horvitz et al., 1988] assumes the
activation of a binary variable is independently influenced by the state of each parent. If
parent k is active (zk = 1), it will activate child i with probability 1−exp(−wk→i), regardless
of the states of other parents. Inactive parents (zk = 0) have no influence on zi, and a small
“leak” probability 1−exp(−w0→i) allows nodes to occasionally activate even when all parents
are off.
On deep noisy-OR Bayesian networks that model topic interactions within documents, we
will compare the auxiliary-variable inference technique developed in Chapter 3 with the
general-purpose algorithm we are going to introduce in this chapter.
4.2.2 Model Two: Sigmoid Belief Networks
Sigmoid belief networks [Neal, 1992] are layered binary generative models, in which the
activation probability of each node is determined by the sigmoid function σ(x) = 1
1+exp(−x) .
Following Gan et al. [2015], the activation zi,j of node j in layer i depends on the states of
nodes in the preceding layer zi+1:
p(zi,j = 1 | zi+1) = σ(wTi,jzi+1 + cj). (4.2)
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import torch1
from pyro import plate, sample2
from pyro.distributions import Bernoulli3
4
class BN(torch.nn.Module):5
  def __init__(self, params):6
    super(BN, self).__init__()7
    self.b, self.W1, self.c1, self.W2, self.c2 = params8
    self.D_H2, self.D_H1 = self.W2.shape9
10
  @abstractmethod11
  def squash_fun(self, x):12
    raise NotImplementedError13
14
  def model(self, data):15
    dat_axis = plate('dat_axis', data.shape[0], dim=-2)16
    top_axis = plate('top_axis', self.D_H2, dim=-1)17
    mid_axis = plate('mid_axis', self.D_H1, dim=-1)18
    bot_axis = plate('bot_axis', data.shape[1], dim=-1)19
    with dat_axis, top_axis:20
      z_top = sample('z_top', Bernoulli(probs=self.squash_fun(self.b)))21
      wz_top = torch.matmul(z_top, self.W2) + self.c222
    with dat_axis, mid_axis:23
      z_bot = sample('z_bot', Bernoulli(probs=self.squash_fun(wz_top)))24
      wz_bot = torch.matmul(z_bot, self.W1) + self.c125
    with dat_axis, bot_axis:26
      sample('x', Bernoulli(probs=self.squash_fun(wz_bot)), obs=data)27
28
class NoisyOrBN(BN):29
  def squash_fun(self, x):30
    return torch.ones([]) - torch.exp(-x)31
32
class SigmoidBN(BN):33
  def squash_fun(self, x):34
    return torch.sigmoid(x)35
Figure 4.1: Pyro implementation of three-layer Bayesian networks. By defining different
squashing functions (line 30 and 34), the noisy-OR topic model and sigmoid belief network
are easily created from the abstract base class. Variables within “plates” are conditionally
independent to each other.
Here, the possibly sparse weight vector wi,j determines which parents directly influence the
activation of zi. In our experiments, two layers of binary latent variables are used to generate
pixel values x at the finest scale.
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4.2.3 Model Three: Communities and Networks
We consider a simplified version of the nonparametric relational model of Miller et al. [2009],
which is used to discover communities from observed social networks. Each entity i is
described by a set of D hidden binary features zid ∼ Bernoulli(ρ). The probability that
undirected link xij between entities i and j is present depends on the number of shared
features:








Here, Φ is the CDF of the standard normal distribution, or probit function. The real-valued
weight wd controls the change in link probability when entities share feature d, and Φ(w0)
is the (small) probability of link occurrence for entities that share no features.
import torch1
from pyro import plate, sample2
from pyro.distributions import Bernoulli3
4
class LFRM(torch.nn.Module):5
    def __init__(self, params):6
        super(LFRM, self).__init__()7
        self.W, self.W0, self.z_prior = params8
        self.D = len(self.W)9
        self.squash_fun = torch.distributions.normal.Normal(loc=0, scale=1).cdf10
11
    def model(self, links):12
        entity_axis = plate("entity_axis", len(links), dim=-2)13
        feature_axis = plate("feature_axis", self.D, dim=-1)14
        with entity_axis, feature_axis:15
            features = sample("features", Bernoulli(probs=self.z_prior))16
        idx = torch.triu(torch.ones_like(links), diagonal=1).nonzero()17
        with plate("link_axis"):18
            wzz = self.W0 + torch.einsum('id,jd->ij', self.W, features**2)[idx]19
            sample("links", Bernoulli(probs=self.squash_fun(wzz)), obs=links[idx])20
Figure 4.2: Pyro implementation of the latent feature relational model. As the model as-
sumes connections are undirected, only the upper triangular part of the link matrix is used
as observations.
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4.2.4 Probabilistic Programming Languages
Probabilistic programming languages (PPLs) provide flexible but precise frameworks for
defining probabilistic models, and performing inference queries given observed data. Popular
recent PPLs include Stan [Kucukelbir et al., 2015], Edward and TensorFlow Probability [Tran
et al., 2016, 2018], WebPPL [Ritchie et al., 2016], ZhuSuan [Shi et al., 2017], Pyro [Bingham
et al., 2019], and Gen [Cusumano-Towner et al., 2019]. Figure 4.1 shows the power of PPLs
by defining noisy-OR topic networks and sigmoid belief networks with compact, integrated
Pyro code. Figure 4.2 is another example written in Pyro, which specifies the latent feature
relational model of Section 4.2.3.
The grand promise of PPLs is that given a generative model specification, appropriate in-
ference code can be automatically generated, enabling rapid model exploration even for
non-expert users. But as we show below, existing VI methods for PPLs are often unreliable,
and more effective algorithms are sorely needed.
4.3 Existing Variational Inference Algorithms
Exact posterior inference is intractable for models like those in Section 4.2 due to the combi-
natorial number of latent feature combinations. Mean field variational inference algorithms
seek an approximate posterior q(z) from a tractable family with simpler dependencies by
maximizing the evidence lower bound (ELBO):
L(q) = Eq [log p(z, x)− log q(z)] ≤ p(x). (4.4)
Maximizing L(q) minimizes the Kullback-Leibler divergence from the true posterior p(z | x).
Many previous studies have found that VI can have dramatic computational advantages
compared to MCMC methods like Gibbs samplers [Gopalan and Blei, 2013, Gan et al., 2015,
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Gopalan et al., 2016, Ji et al., 2019].
We make a “na¨ıve” mean-field approximation so that q(z) =
∏
i q(zi) is fully factorized. The
following sections review three classic ways to optimize the ELBO, and discuss advantages
and drawbacks that motivate the Monte Carlo VI method of Section 4.4.
4.3.1 Coordinate Ascent Variational Inference
Coordinate ascent variational inference (CAVI) is the standard approach to optimizing mean
field variational bounds [Jordan et al., 1999, Winn and Bishop, 2005, Blei et al., 2017]. It
iteratively optimizes each factor of the variational density while holding all others fixed, pro-
ducing iterations that monotonically increase the ELBO and converge to a (local) maximum.
Concretely, to update variational factor q(zi), CAVI requires the complete conditional p(zi |




E−i[log p(zi | z−i, x)]
}
, (4.5)




For binary variables, q(zi) is a Bernoulli distribution. If we use the logit τi , log q(zi=1)q(zi=0) as




p(zi = 1 | z−i, x)
p(zi = 0 | z−i, x)
]
. (4.6)
While CAVI provides a uniform way to optimize the ELBO, it is not computationally
tractable for many models with high-degree variable relationships. In particular, for non-
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conjugate conditionals like those in Equation (4.1), (4.2), and (4.3), computing the expecta-
tions in Equation (4.6) requires enumerating the exponentially many joint configurations of
variables in the Markov blanket of zi.
4.3.2 Auxiliary Variable Inference Methods
Tractable variational updates have been hand-designed for specific models by crafting bounds,
parameterized by auxiliary variables, for challenging conditional distributions. The resulting
bounds are looser than the ELBO of Equation (4.4), but may lead to simpler, closed-form
variational parameter updates.
Noisy-OR Log Concavity
As discussed in Section 3.4, Jaakkola and Jordan [1999] apply Jensen’s inequality and derive
a lower bound to the ELBO of Equation (4.4) by leveraging the log-concavity of the noisy-OR
function. The new bound becomes a linear function of parent states zk, so that the update
for q(z) has a simple closed form. Moreover, we have proved in Appendix 3.A that the
optimization with respect to the newly-introduced auxiliary variable is a concave problem,
and the the global maximum can be computed via fixed-point iterations.
Po´lya-Gamma Data Augmentation
The Po´lya-Gamma data augmentation strategy [Polson et al., 2013] exploits a representation
of binomial likelihoods, parametrized by log-odds, as Gaussian scale mixtures with respect







2/2PG(γ|b, 0) dγ. (4.7)
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While the derivation of this representation is challenging, Gan et al. [2015] show that setting
b = 1 leads to a tractable lower bound for the logistic log-likelihoods in sigmoid belief
networks:
log p(zi,j | zi+1) = log σ(wTi,jzi+1 + cj)
≥− log 2 + (zi,j − 0.5)(wTijzi+1 + cj)− 0.5 · γi,j · (wTijzi+1 + cj)2
+ Eq(γi,j)[log PG(γi,j | b, 0)− log q(γi,j)], (4.8)
which only takes linear (rather than exponential) time to compute the expectation with
respect to q(z). The optimal variational distribution for each augmented variable γi,j further







≈ PG (1, wTijEq(zi+1)[zi+1] + cj) . (4.9)
Probits from Thresholded Gaussians
Albert and Chib [1993] show that probit regression models for binary outcomes can be
represented by thresholding the output of normal, Gaussian regression models:
Φ(t)s(1− Φ(t))1−s =
∫
1{y ≥ 0}s1{y < 0}1−sN (y | t, 1) dy. (4.10)
This is equivalent to introducing an auxiliary latent variable y ∼ N (t, 1) to the original
probabilistic model.
For the latent feature relational model discussed in Section 4.2.3, assume N is the number
of entities and D is the feature dimension. The mean-field variational distribution for the




d=1 q(zid). Each dimension zid is a Bernoulli distribution
q(zid) ∼ Bernoulli(qid), with the activation probability qid , q(zid = 1) as the free parameter.
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By using the data augmentation trick of Equation (4.10), we introduce an auxiliary variable























in which p(xij|yij) , 1{yij ≥ 0}xij1{yij < 0}1−xij , and p(yij|z) , N (yij|w0+
∑D
d=1 wdzidzjd, 1).
The greater-than-or-equal-to sign in Equation (4.12) comes from applying Jensen’s inequality
to the log function.
Bringing Equation (4.12) back to Equation (4.11), we get a lower bound of the original ELBO.
It is also mathematically equivalent to the ELBO of a data-augmented model in which a
latent variable yij is added to each pair of entities. Following Equation (4.5), the optimal









, if xij = 1;
T N−
(




, if xij = 0.
(4.13)
From Equation (4.12) we can see the data-augmented ELBO is a quadratic function of z, so
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in which the mean of a truncated normal Eq[xij] is efficiently computed by calling the function
for evaluating unit Gaussian CDF provided in software libraries.
4.3.3 REINFORCE Variational Gradients
REINFORCE is a policy gradient method for reinforcement learning [Williams, 1992] that
has been adapted for gradient-based variational inference [Paisley et al., 2012b, Wingate and
Weber, 2013, Ranganath et al., 2014]. It optimizes Equation (4.4) via stochastic gradient
ascent, computing unbiased ELBO gradients via Monte Carlo samples z(m) drawn from q(z).
To avoid constraints, for binary latent variables, noisy gradient updates are parameterized








) · ( log p(z(m), x)− log q(z(m))). (4.15)
REINFORCE has also been called black box variational inference (BBVI, Ranganath et al.
[2014]) because it can be applied to different probabilistic models without specialized deriva-
tions. We use these two terms interchangeably. Unlike some other variational methods
[Kucukelbir et al., 2017], BBVI has the advantage that it can be directly applied to discrete
variables which are not easily reparameterized [Kingma and Welling, 2014] via Gaussian
latent variables.
BBVI is known to produce high-variance gradient estimates, and many variance reduction
tricks have been proposed. Rao-Blackwellized estimators analytically marginalize variables
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outside the Markov blanket of the variable being updated, provably reducing variance [Ran-

















i | z(m)−i , x)− log q(z(m)i )
)
. (4.16)
Here, p(zi | z−i, x) is the complete conditional defined in Section 4.3.1. Letting qi , q(zi = 1),
the score function ∂ log q(zi)
∂τi








= (1− qi)zi(−qi)1−zi . (4.17)
For all experiments, our BBVI results use Rao-Blackwellized gradient estimates to reduce
variance.
Gradient variance may be further reduced by introducing control variates [Paisley et al.,
2012b] that preserve target expectations, but approximately cancel noise to reduce variance.
Wingate and Weber [2013], Ranganath et al. [2014], and Ritchie et al. [2016] all set the
control variate to be the zero-mean score function scaled by a carefully-chosen constant ai,

















i | z(m)−i , x)− log q(z(m)i )− ai
)
. (4.18)
We evaluate this control variate in our experiments.
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4.4 Monte Carlo CAVI
4.4.1 A Low-variance Black-box VI Framework
We now propose and evaluate a Monte Carlo approximation to the classical CAVI algorithm
of Section 4.3.1, which uses sampling to approximate the expectations needed for optimal
variational parameter updates. Recent work by Ye et al. [2019] proves that given appropriate
regularity conditions, a Monte Carlo CAVI recursion gets arbitrarily close to a maximizer of
the ELBO in Equation (4.4) with any target probability. They apply Monte Carlo CAVI to
analyze nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy data, and design a Metropolis-within-Gibbs
stochastic proposal tailored to a specialized family of continuous-variable models.
We instead assess Monte Carlo CAVI as a general purpose inference framework for models
with discrete variables. Approximating the expectations in Equation (4.6) by M samples of























zi = 1 | u(m)P(i)
)
·∏j∈C(i) p(u(m)j | zi = 1, u(m)P(j))
p
(
zi = 0 | u(m)P(i)
)
·∏j∈C(i) p(u(m)j | zi = 0, u(m)P(j)) ,
where u(m) , {z(m)−i ∪ x} and C(i) is the set of children of variable i. The second line
of Equation (4.19) shows more explicitly how the model structure is leveraged to avoid
unnecessary computations with variables outside the Markov blanket. Importantly, the



































Figure 4.3: A toy noisy-OR model with two latent nodes. Left: Graphical representation
and probability distributions of nodes in the toy model. Middle: Contour plot of the toy
model’s ELBO as a function of the variational parameters q1 and q2, when the observation
x = 1. The yellow star indicates the global optimum. The likelihood is symmetric with
respect to z1 and z2, but the prior probability of z1 is higher, so the optimal q1 ≈ 0.99 to
explain the active observation x = 1. The optimal q2 is similar to its prior. Right : Contour
plot when the observation x = 0. Variational posteriors q1 and q2 are both close to zero in
this case. Moreover, the ELBO is a concave function of q.
4.4.2 Comparison with REINFORCE
For binary-valued probabilistic models, Monte Carlo CAVI (CAVI for short) and REIN-
FORCE (BBVI for short) are both general-purpose tools for inference. In this section, we
show the advantages of CAVI against BBVI using a toy example, as presented in Figure 4.3.
When the observation x = 1, this is a simple inference problem without any local optima.
Computing the numerical gradient of the logits τ requires enumerating the 22 = 4 possible
combinations of z1 and z2. As shown in Figure 4.6, among the three different options, BBVI
performs best when the learning rate is 1. Under this learning rate, the analytic gradient
always increases the ELBO, no matter where the current value of q is, as illustrated in
Figure 4.4 (a).
However, because of the randomness caused by Monte Carlo sampling, this is not the case
for BBVI, as shown in Figure 4.4(b)-(d). Although the ELBO improvement does get better
as the number of samples increases, there is always a “blue belt” around the optimal value,
in which the Monte Carlo gradient would change the variational parameters in a wrong
direction with over half of the probability. Only with a small probability does the gradient
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(b) BBVI: 1 sample















(c) BBVI: 2 samples















(d) BBVI: 3 samples















(e) BBVI: 4 samples















(f) BBVI: 5 samples















(g) BBVI: 2 sp & 2 cv sp















(h) BBVI: 2 sp & 3 cv sp















(i) BBVI: 3 sp & 2 cv sp
Figure 4.4: The probability of ELBO increase after a gradient update of the logits of q, when
the observation x = 1. Each point of the plots indicates the current value of q1 and q2. (a)
the true gradient; (b)-(f) noisy gradients estimated with various numbers of samples; (g)-(i)
noisy gradients with extra samples used to estimate the baseline value of control variate (cv).
The learning rate is 1.
gets lucky enough to point in a direction that enhances the ELBO (with a large magnitude,
so that in expectation BBVI is still unbiased).
Note that adding the control variate is not able to entirely solve this problem. As in
Ranganath et al. [2014], we use extra samples to estimate the baseline values ai in Equa-
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(a) regular coordinate update















(b) CAVI: 1 sample















(c) CAVI: 2 samples















(d) CAVI: 3 samples















(e) CAVI: 4 samples















(f) CAVI: 5 samples
Figure 4.5: The probability of ELBO increase after a coordinate update of the logits of q,
when the observation x = 1. (a) the regular coordinate ascent update where expectations
are computed numerically; (b)-(f) Monte Carlo CAVI using various numbers of samples.
tion (4.18). The blue area around the global optimum still exists in Figure 4.4(e)-(f).
On the other hand, from Figure 4.5 one can see that Monte Carlo CAVI behaves better than
BBVI under the same sampling budgets, in the sense that most areas have higher probability
of ELBO improvement. There is also a low-probability region in each plot, but they are much
farther away from the global optimum comparing to the ones in BBVI.
More importantly, unlike the gradient-based BBVI method that needs to follow the gradient
direction step by step, CAVI updates change the variational distribution of each variable
directly to the optimal point, and do not need to tune the step size parameters. As shown in
Figure 4.6, even if q is initialized in the blue region unluckily, after only a couple of iterations
the CAVI algorithm would escape from it and rapidly converge to the global optimum. On
the contrary, because of the high-variance issue around the optimum value, even with a
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Figure 4.6: ELBO (y axis) over iterations (x axis) on the toy model. The initial value
q1 = 0.5, q2 = 0.9 is selected in the low-probability region in Figure 4.5 intentionally, to see
how CAVI works under a bad condition. As expected, its ELBO (red) fluctuates in the first
few iterations, but then quickly moves to the optimum. For BBVI, the best learning rate
(lr) is 1 in this case. One could see clearly the ubiquitous drops in ELBO across iterations
(green). When lr is set too large (black), q would go to extreme areas near the edges or
corners. In those areas, the Monte Carlo score function presented in Equation (4.17) is close
to zero. Therefore the gradient magnitude becomes so small that it cannot get q back to
normal values. The number of samples used for each method is 2.
carefully tuned learning rate, BBVI still needs a great many of iterations to go across the
blue region to converge. See Appendix 4.A for more visualizations of this example.
Similar trends are observed on this toy model when we set the observation to be inactive
(x = 0), as presented in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8. In fact, this is a special case where CAVI
improves the ELBO with probability one in all areas. That’s because the expected log joint
Eq[log p(z, x)] of the noisy-OR is a linear function of q when x = 0. Then the coordinate
update equations all become deterministic, requiring no Monte Carlo estimation at all.
4.4.3 Generalization to Non-binary Models
It is straightforward to generalize our Monte Carlo CAVI algorithm to all models with finite-
state discrete variables. Assume Vi is the set of values a latent variable zi can take, and
its size |Vi| ≥ 2. As in Blei et al. [2003] and Beal [2003], the normalization constraints of
q(zi) can be enforced by adding Lagrange multiplier terms. For regular CAVI algorithm, the
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(b) BBVI: 1 sample















(c) BBVI: 2 samples















(d) BBVI: 3 samples















(e) BBVI: 4 samples















(f) BBVI: 5 samples















(g) BBVI: 2 sp & 2 cv sp















(h) BBVI: 2 sp & 3 cv sp















(i) BBVI: 3 sp & 2 cv sp
Figure 4.7: The probability of ELBO increase after a gradient update of the logits of q1 and
q2, when x = 0. The learning rate is 1.
variational update for q(zi = v) where v ∈ Vi would be























(a) regular coordinate update















(b) CAVI: 1 sample















(c) CAVI: 2 samples















(d) CAVI: 3 samples















(e) CAVI: 4 samples















(f) CAVI: 5 samples
Figure 4.8: When x = 0, the expected log joint Eq[log p(z, x)] becomes a linear function of q.
The coordinate update equations become deterministic and always improve the ELBO with
probability one.
When using sampling to estimate the expectation term in Equation (4.20), we get the Monte
Carlo CAVI update






























P(j) is defined same as before. It is easy to see Equation (4.21) would reduce to
Equation (4.6) when zi is binary.
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4.5 Experiments
We compare the proposed algorithm with BBVI and auxiliary-variable coordinate methods
on the three models described in Section 4.2. We use the same datasets as in the original
papers, and evaluate their average test ELBOs using Monte Carlo sampling, as in Gan et al.
[2015]. We find that our Monte Carlo CAVI method has multiple appealing advantages over
the baseline approaches.
4.5.1 Text Data and Noisy-OR Relations
As in Section 3.6, we use the tiny 20 Newsgroups dataset to test the inference performance,
and follow the same model structure that has 44 latent topic nodes spanned in two layers,
and 100 observed token nodes. The edge weights are fixed to the values learned through the
variational training algorithm discussed in Chapter 3, without the local model settings.
auxiliary variables                 CAVI                 BBVI                 BBVI + cv




























Figure 4.9: Improvement of average test ELBO (y axis) over iterations (x axis) on four
different datasets. Our CAVI algorithm always converges to values higher than or similar to
those of the model-dependent auxiliary-variable methods. It also converges in a speed orders
of magnitude faster than BBVI, whose learning rate has been tuned for the best performance
on each dataset. (a): CAVI behaves more robustly than BBVI when the sampling budget
drops from 10 (solid) to 2 (dotted). (b): CAVI behaves more robustly than the auxiliary-
variable method when the initialization changes from the marginal prior for each node (solid)
to 0.5 (dotted). (c): Only on this very small dataset, BBVI with control variate (decaying
average baseline) converges within 1,000 iterations. (d): CAVI is clearly better than the
other methods on this larger relational dataset.
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Table 4.1: Test ELBO of noisy-OR topic model on tiny 20 Newsgroups dataset. Left: Even
with a very small sample size, CAVI outperforms BBVI and is comparable to the auxiliary-
variable method. Right: Damping helps the convergence of parallel CAVI.
METHOD ELBO
auxiliary variables -14.53
CAVI 2 samples -14.53
CAVI 10 samples -14.51
BBVI 2 samples -249.9
BBVI 10 samples -21.22
BBVI 2 samples + cv -34.00
BBVI 10 samples + cv -15.76
METHOD ELBO
sequential CAVI -14.51
parallel CAVI, no damping -50.54
parallel CAVI, α = 0.5 -14.49
parallel CAVI, α = 0.25 -14.49
parallel CAVI, α = 0.1 -14.50
Fast Convergence with Small Sample Sizes
We compare the performance of different variational methods on the test set, which contains
4,872 documents in total. As before, the variational distribution q is all initialized to 0.5.
The trace plot of average ELBO is shown in Figure 4.9(a). Similar to the auxiliary-variable
coordinate algorithm, CAVI converges in about 10 iterations. As provided in Table 4.1, the
ELBO of the two methods at convergence are very close (CAVI −14.51 v.s auxiliary variables
−14.53). When the sample size drops from 10 to 2, the convergence speed of CAVI only
slows down slightly.
On the contrary, BBVI is still far from convergence even after 1,000 iterations, just getting
an average test ELBO of −15.76 with the control variate, and −21.22 without. We believe
the slow ELBO improvement of BBVI is largely due to the low probability area around the
optimum point shown in the toy example of Figure 4.4, especially for the last few hundreds
of iterations. In addition, the dotted lines show that BBVI is much more vulnerable to the












Figure 4.10: While the direct parallelization of CAVI (black) fails to converge, trails with
damping all end up in good local optima similar to the sequential CAVI update (red). Larger
damping rate α helps to converge faster.
Parallel CAVI Updates via Damping
Coordinate algorithms update the parameters one at a time, while holding all the others
fixed. Comparing to gradient-based methods that change all the parameters together, this
sequential setup naturally prohibits CAVI from being embarrassingly parallelized. Similar
to Sun et al. [2013], we find reliable parallelization can be achieved through damping. As
shown in Equation (4.22), the damping update sets the vector of logits τ at iteration t + 1
as a linear combination of its value in the previous iteration t, and the parallel coordinate
update for all variables:
τt+1 = (1− α) · τt + α · τparallel. (4.22)
The parallel updates across all dimensions share the same set of Monte Carlo samples.
Figure 4.10 illustrates that without damping, the ELBO of the parallel update (black line)
oscillates and never converges. Damping helps avoid this problem, as shown by the blue,
green and yellow curves. We find as a general rule, the ELBO at convergence is not sensitive
to the damping rate α. It only affects the convergence speed slightly, ranging from 10 to 50
iterations in Figure 4.10.
Theoretically, under the same sample size, each CAVI update with damping needs twice the
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Table 4.2: Test ELBO of sigmoid belief network on MNIST dataset. While initializing the
variational distribution with prior marginals is always a better choice than using 0.5, our
CAVI algorithm is much more robust to local optima.
METHOD ELBO (PRIOR INIT) ELBO (0.5 INIT)
auxiliary variables -139.9 -247.0
CAVI -110.4 -110.9
BBVI -224.2 -276.6
BBVI + cv -122.4 -133.0
time of Rao-Blackwellized BBVI. That’s because CAVI evaluates two sets of log densities
in Equation (4.19), both zi = 1 and zi = 0, while BBVI only needs one of them in Equa-
tion (4.16), depending on the sample z
(m)
i . That said, since BBVI takes more iterations (and
samples) to converge, its speed is much slower than CAVI in practice.
4.5.2 Image Data and Sigmoid Relations
Following Gan et al. [2015], we build a fully-connected network with three layers. The two
layers at the top have 100 nodes each, and the observed layer at bottom corresponds to the
binarized images. We use the test set of MNIST, which contains 10,000 images each with
28 × 28 pixels. Edge weights of the network are learned from the training set through the
public code of Gan et al. [2015] for coordinate-ascent variational training using the Po´lya-
Gamma trick.
CAVI is Less Vulnerable to Bad Initializations
As presented in Figure 4.9(b), similar conclusions can be drawn for this model. Moreover,
the auxiliary variable method performs very badly when q is uniformly initialized to 0.5.
Changing the variable update order does not resolve this issue. It improves if we initialize q
to be the marginal prior of each node, which we obtain via a Monte Carlo estimate over one
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Input: bottom halves of the original images (top) are missing.
Initialization using prior marginals: CAVI (top) v.s BBVI (bottom).
Initialization using 0.5: CAVI (top) v.s BBVI (bottom).
Figure 4.11: Examples of MNIST digit completion. CAVI outperforms BBVI under both
initialization settings.
million samples.
In contrast, CAVI is not as sensitive to initialization. As shown by the red lines in Fig-
ure 4.9(b), CAVI performs better than the auxiliary-variable method under both initializa-
tion strategies. Examples of digit completion in Figure 4.11 also illustrate this difference
clearly.
We believe the reasons for the big difference in performance between CAVI and the auxiliary-
variable method are two-fold. First, the auxiliary-variable objective is a lower bound of the
ELBO, so it is expected that the result will be worse than CAVI, which optimizes the ELBO
directly. Second, with more latent variables added in, the optimization surface becomes
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Table 4.3: Test ELBO of latent-feature relational model on countries (left) and NIPS (right)
datasets. While CAVI and BBVI with control variate reach about the same ELBO in the










BBVI + cv -0.124
more complicated, so the data-augmented algorithm gets stuck in bad local optima more
easily. We find the variance of the ELBOs that the auxiliary-variable method converges to
are much larger than CAVI in repeated trials, where random orders of variable updates are
used.
4.5.3 Link Data and Probit Relations
We test the performance on two datasets from the original paper of Miller et al. [2009].
The first one is the country dataset, which describes various relations (such as “accusation”
and “economic aid”) between 14 countries during 1950 to 1965 [Rummel, 1976]. In partic-
ular, we use the “conference” relation, which consists of symmetric connections indicating
if two countries co-participate in any international conference. We set D = 4, and model
parameters wd = 2, w0 = −2, ρ = 0.5 are selected through grid search. The features are
initialized as the prior value ρ. As shown in Figure 4.9(c), on this very small model, BBVI
with control variate finally reaches the same performance of CAVI after using over 10 times
more iterations.
The second dataset is the NIPS co-authorship data by Globerson et al. [2007], where a link
indicates two individuals being coauthors of a paper in one of the first 17 NIPS conferences.
Following Miller et al. [2009] and Palla et al. [2012], we pick the 234 most connected authors,
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and set D = 10, wd = 2, w0 = −2, ρ = 0.1. On this larger dataset, the advantage of CAVI
over the auxiliary variable method and BBVI is very obvious. See Figure 4.9(d).
4.6 Discussion
We have developed a Monte Carlo variational inference framework applicable to any prob-
abilistic model with discrete latent variables. The proposed method converges much faster
than BBVI, and is less sensitive to the sample size and initialization. Relative to model-
specific auxiliary bounds, our Monte Carlo CAVI algorithm directly optimizes a tighter
likelihood bound, and is more robust to initialization in spite of being simpler to derive and
implement.
While we have mainly been focusing on models with binary variables for simplicity, it is
straightforward to apply the general discrete-variable update in Equation (4.21) to other
model families. We believe Monte Carlo coordinate ascent updates provide a compelling
alternative to previous black-box variational methods as a scalable inference engine for prob-
abilistic programs.
4.A Expected ELBO Increase for BBVI and CAVI on the Toy Model
Another way to visualize the difference between BBVI and CAVI on the toy example in
Figure 4.3 is through the ratio of ELBO change (ELBOnew − ELBOold)/|ELBOold| after
one update of q. As shown in Figure 4.12, the problematic blue areas of BBVI that tend to
decrease the ELBO still exist, looking smoother under this new metric than in Figure 4.4. In
contrast, our CAVI algorithm always improves the ELBO on average, no matter how many
samples are used.
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(b) BBVI: 1 sample
















(c) BBVI: 2 samples
















(d) BBVI: 3 samples
















(e) BBVI: 4 samples
















(f) BBVI: 5 samples
Figure 4.12: The expected proportion of ELBO increase after a gradient update of the logits
of q, when the observation x = 1. The learning rate is 1.
















(a) analytic coordinate update
















(b) CAVI: 1 sample
















(c) CAVI: 2 samples
















(d) CAVI: 3 samples
















(e) CAVI: 4 samples
















(f) CAVI: 5 samples
Figure 4.13: The expected proportion of ELBO increase after a coordinate update of the
logits of q, when the observation x = 1.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Directions
Previous chapters developed efficient variational inference algorithms for image, text and
network models. We now review the main contributions made in this thesis, and outline a
few open areas for future research.
5.1 Summary of Methods and Contributions
Graphical models provide abundant tools to describe the relations within high-dimensional
data. As their structures become more and more complex, the need for efficient inference
techniques becomes a critical issue. We propose a family of variational inference algorithms
for hierarchical models of images, text and social networks.
When only the observed data is given, we design the graphical models and the variational
framework jointly to leverage the strength from both sides. In Chapter 2, we create a latent
grid model that splits natural images into small regions, and ensures posterior dependencies
between overlapping patches when pairing it with structural variational inference. A non-
parametric upgrade using hierarchical Dirichlet process further captures the self similarities
within each image, and enables novel clusters to be added dynamically during inference.
Chapter 3 considers the inference and learning problem when the probabilistic model is
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already given and fixed. On deep Bayesian networks with noisy-OR relations, we develop
a stochastic variational inference framework that efficiently updates the global edge weights
using mini-batches of data, and infers the node activations via auxiliary bounds. Another
primary contribution is the constrained family of variational bounds that greatly reduces the
inference workload by leveraging the sparsity of observed word tokens of each document.
Finally, in Chapter 4 we design a general-purpose variational framework easily applicable
to all discrete-variable models. By replacing the numerical evaluation of expectations with
Monte Carlo sampling, our method scales linearly with the sample size no matter how
complex the model structure is, and is straightforward to be integrated into probabilistic
programming languages. Extensive experiments on recent models of text, images and net-
works show the advantages of our method against score-function gradients and hand-crafted
auxiliary-variable methods, in terms of convergence speed, the number of samples required,
the tightness of bounds, and the robustness to local optima.
5.2 Suggestions for Future Research
5.2.1 Multi-scale Patch-based Models for Natural Images
The HDP-GMM model designed in Chapter 2 mainly focuses on capturing the local de-
pendencies between neighboring 8 × 8 patches. This would not suffice for tasks relying on
long-range consistency in images, such as inpainting images with very large holes, or deblur-
ring images taken with severe motions. Simply increasing the patch size is not a scalable
solution, because the shape of each covariance matrix would boost quadrupally, let alone the
potential increase in the number of clusters needed.
A promising direction then is to model the images at multiple scales, so that patches in the





Figure 5.1: The DC offsets of non-overlapping patches can be viewed as a low-resolution
image produced by filtering the original image with a uniform kernel and down sampling.
Shaham et al., 2019]. For example, one can build conditional GMMs to model the joint
distribution of patches in different scales.
Another way to exploit the multi-scale idea is to improve the scalar Gaussian prior for the DC
offsets in Chapter 2 with a better distribution that captures their joint density. As illustrated
in Figure 5.1, the DC offsets of patches in each grid are equivalent to a subsampled version
of the original image convolved with a uniform kernel. Thus to enforce the consistency at a
coarser scale, we can use another GMM-grid prior to model the DC offset variables umg in
Figure 2.1. A comparison is provided in Figure 5.2 where the multi-scale treatment nicely
reduces artifacts for non-local patterns like the straight lines in the background. But an
open challenge for multi-scale models is how to retain fine details in the restored images
when long-range statistics are enforced.
5.2.2 Monte Carlo CAVI for Continuous-variable Models
In Chapter 4 we explore binary-valued models in depth, and provide Monte Carlo CAVI
equations for more general models with discrete variables. One natural next step is to verify
its effectiveness on concrete models in this regime, such as the ones for rating annotator
expertise in crowd-sourcing applications [Welinder et al., 2010].
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single scale: 28.58 dB multiple scales: 28.70 dB
Figure 5.2: Modeling the joint density of DC offsets enhances the long-range consistency
of the restored “Lena” image (right). Compared to the single-scale denoising output (left),
fewer artifacts are generated in areas such as the shoulder and the vertical bars in the
background. Input noise level σ = 50.
A further direction is to build Monte Carlo CAVI algorithms for continuous models, or
discrete ones with infinite numbers of discrete states. What we’ve already done does not
extend straightforwardly to these types of distributions because it is impossible to enumerate
the full range of the random variable. It would thus be interesting to see what ways of
approximation or discretization could be used to overcome this issue. One idea could be to
approximate these more difficult distributions with variational distribution in a parametric
exponential family, such as Gaussian. Then the problem can reduce to approximating their
finite vectors of sufficient statistics.
5.2.3 Efficient Implementation of Monte Carlo CAVI in PPLs
The Monte Carlo CAVI algorithm developed in Chapter 4 could in theory be integrated
into existing probabilistic programming languages easily, because it only requires the same
information needed to specify the probabilistic models. In practice, a nice property of our
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algorithm is that the coordinate updates, including the parallelized version that incorporates
damping, can be rewritten in a form similar to stochastic gradient updates. Therefore, it
can be nicely plugged into PPLs built on top of modern deep-learning libraries, in a similar
way that BBVI is implemented there.
We have built an initial version of Monte Carlo CAVI in Edward, but its running speed is not
very high due to the extra manipulation of TensorFlow graphs. Thus we think it’s worth the
research and engineering efforts to develop an efficient PPL implementation of this general-
purpose algorithm, either on top of popular ones like Edward (TensorFlow Probability), Pyro
and Gen, or through a new probabilistic programming language that caters to the specific
computation requirements of stochastic coordinate updates.
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